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Getting
Barack Ohama (D, m.)t a
47-year-old Hawaiian native, was elected
to the US. Senate in No\ ember 2004.
Prior to his election, the Harvard Law
School graduate taught constitutional law
for 12 years at tl»e University of Chicago
Law School.
in addition, he served as a community
organizer and worked as a civil rights
attorney. Obama was elected to the Illinois
State Senate in 1997 and served until
2004.
In 2005, he started his national political
career as a U.S. senator and the
fifth Black senator in U5.
history. As a
senator,
as a
of
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to know the candidates

subcommittee of European Affairs as well
as serving on several Senate committees
including Foreign Relations, Homeland
Security and Governmental Affairs.
He announced his candidacy for
president in February 2007,and proceeded
to win the Democratic primary, defeating
Hillary Clinton and his vice presidential
running mate Joe Biden. In August 2008,
he accepted the Democratic Party’s
nomination and began his campaign for
office.

Joe Biden (D. Del.), a
65-year-old U.S. Senator
from
Delaware,
began his service
in the Senate in
1973. After he
graduated from
law
school
at Syracuse
University
in 1968, he
practiced
law at his
own firm
until 1972.
During
that time, he
served two

years in the New Castle County Council.
In November 1972, he defeated an
incumbent in the Senate b> a close maigin
and became the fifth youngest senator in
U.S. history. He served as a junior senator
for 28 years, and claimed Delaware’s
senior .senator ink in 2000.
He serves as chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, is a part of the
Judiciary Committee (which he chaired
from 1987 to 1995) and the Caucus on
International Narcotics Control as cochairman. Biden has run twice for the
Democratic presidential nomination, in
1988 and 2008. After losing the primary,
he was chosen by Barack Obama as the
Democratic vice presidential candidate in
August 2008.

in 1997.
McCain was elected into the U 5. House
of Representatives in 1982 and served two
terms. In the 1986 election, he was elected
to the U.S. Senate. In his four senate
terms, he chaired the Senate Commerce
Committee and Senate Indian Affairs
Committee. McCain ran for president in
2000, but was defeated by George W. Bush
in the Republican primary. He announced
his 2008 candidacy in April 2007 and
defeated other candidates including
Mike Huckabee and Mitt Romney for
the Republican primary win. He
accepted the Republican
Party’s nomination and
introduced Gov. Sarah
Palin as his mnning
mate in August
2008.

John McCain (R. Ariz), a
72-year-old U.S. Senator from Arizona,
he graduated from the United States Naval
Academy in 1958.
He began hisservice in the Vietnam War
when assigned to an aerial bombardment
campaign against North Vietnam. He was
captured as a prisoner of war in October
1967 and remained as a prisoner of war
in North Vietnam for 55 years. Upon his
return to the U.S. and after rehabilitation,
he became the Navy’s liaison to the senate

McCain as his vice presidential running
male in August 2008. She graduated in
1987 from the University of Idaho with
a bachelor’s degree in communicationsjoumalism. She was elected to the Wasilla
City Council in 1992 and again in 1995.
She defeated the incumbent for mayor in
1996 and served two terms. Palin went on
to win the Alaskan gubernatorial election
in 2006, becoming Alaska’s first female
chief executive, as well as the youngest in
Alaskan history. As governor, she chaired
the International Oil and Gas Compact
Commission and the National Governors
Accnnial^n
NatUltll
Committee. The
as
the Republican
vice presidential
candidate for the
2008 election
the
woman

Sarah
Palin (R,
Ala.), the
44-yearo
1
d
Alaskan
governor,
was
chosen by
Sen. John

WHO
WILL
■ BE?
ABORTION
Pro-choice and opposes any
constitutional amendment to overturn Roe
v. Wade.
McCain: Pro-life and believes Roe v.
Wade should be overturned.

GAY MARRIAGE

HEALTH CARE

Obama: Supports civil unions, believes it

Obama: Provide affordable, accessible

is a state’s decision about marriage. Opposes
a constitutional amendment to ban gay
marriage.
McCain: Believes same-sex couples
should be allowed to enter into agreements
for benefits and insurance, and opposes
a constitutional amendment to ban gay
marriage.

health care for all Americans, goal is for
universal coverage.
McCain: Impose a refundable tax credit
of $2500 for indi\ uluals and $5000 for
families to make insurance more affordable.

Obama

TAXES
Obama: Supports a middle-class tax cut

of $500 for workers and $ 1XXX) for working
couples, a raise of income taxes on the
wealthy and their capital gains and dividends
taxes and a raise of corporate taxes.
McCain: Supports a cut in the corporate
tax rate from 35 to 25 percent and lowering
taxes to help small businesses.

IRAQ
Obama: Plan for a phased withdrawal

of combat troops that would be complete by
2010.
McCain: Opposes any withdrawal of
troops until the war is over and supports a
troop increase.

EDUCATION
Obama: Wants toencourage un i versal prekindergarten programs, reward teachers with
higher pay not associated with standardized
test scores, change No Child Left Behind law
and have a tax credit that would pay up to
$4JXX) of college for students who perform
1(X) community service hours a year.
McCain: Favors a parent’s choice of
schools, which would include vouchers for
private schixrls and a parent's right to chtxrse
home schcxiling. Wants more money for
education in the community colleges.

GVL Staff Writer

Millions of American voters will cast
their votes Tuesday for ttie presidency
and other political offices Ottawa County
voters will also have the opportunity
to vote on several proposals, including
Michigan’s statewide Proposals I and 2
and the county-specific Sale of Beer and
Wine Proposal.

Proposal 1

sclerosis, would be considered qualifying
patients. Qualifying patients with registry
ID cards would be allowed to use
marijuana for medicinal purposes, but
they would not be permitted to possess
more than 25 ounces of marijuana or 12
marijuana plants in an enclosed, locked
facility.
Registered primary caregivers would
be permitted to assist patients in the
medical use of marijuana that has been
grown in a locked and enclosed facility.
I’hysicians would not be penalized for
giving written certificates for marijuana
use to individuals they believe would
benefit from using marijuana medically.
It would be a felony for a caregiver or
patient to sell marijuana to an individual
who cannot legally use it. The seller’s
registry ID card would be revoked, and he
or she would be punished with up to two
years in prison and a $2JXX) fine.

Proposal 1 would alkrw the use and
growth of marijuana in Michigan for
certain medical conditions.
It is currently a felony to manufacture,
create or deliver marijuana. Using
marijuana and knowingly or intentionally
possessing marijuana are misdemeanors.
The Michigan Medical Marijuana
Act would be introduced if Proposal I
were approved The act w<mid require the
Department oft '< immunity Health to issue Proposal 2
Proposal 2 is a legislative initiative to
registry identifu .uion card* to qualifying t
allow the expansion of research involving
patients and primary caregn ers.
Individuals with certain illnesses, embryonic stem cells in Michigan.
Embryonic stem cells are cells
such as cancer. HIV, AIDS and multiple

TRADE
Obama: Wants to renegotiate the North
American Free Trade Agreement.
McCain: Advocate for free trade.

ENERGY
Obama: Invest $150 billion during 10

years for efforts to build a clean energy future.
Supports clean coal technology instead of
foreign oil. Supports caps on greenhouse gas
emissions.
McCain: Supports alternative eneigies
and off-shore drilling to break U.S.
dependency on foreign oil. Supports more
nuclear power and caps on greenhouse gas
emission.

(»l N ( ON I R( )L
Obama: Supports gun control and a ban
on assault and concealed weapons. Believes
in enacting effective safety measures to deal
with gun control.
McCain: Supports preservation of the
Second Amendment. In favor of requiring
backgnxind checks for all sales at gun
shows.

IMMIGRATION
Obama: Supports amnesty and permanent

legalization for illegal aliens and temporary
legalization as guest workers and a fence at

Taking a closer look at
the Michigan ballot
By Ryan Hanna

the Mexican border.
McCain: Supports
amnesty and
permanent legalization for illegal aliens and
temporary legalization as guest workers,
securing the border with a fence and
increasing patrols at the border.

DEATH PENALTY
Obama: Supports cases in which “the
community is justified in expressing the full
measure of its outrage.”
McCain: Supports for federal crimes and
for drug kingpins.

SOCIAL SECURITY
Obama: Opposed to privatizing Social
Security. Supports Social Security taxes on
higher incomes.
McCain: Supports saving Social Security
by alkiwing workers to invest portions of
their payroll tax in private accounts they
manage themselves,

IRAN
Obama: Supports direct talks with
Iranian leaders Favors an incentive package
to get Iran to drop nuclear ambitions,
McCain: Opposes direct talks with
Iranian leaders Would use military force to
prevent development of nuclear weapons.

*Candidate information compiled by GVL Staff Writer Katie Wendt

•

Arrive on time so as not to
risk your chances of voting

a high school or an accredited
institution of higher education

comfortably.
•

The polls open at 7.am. and

•

close at 8 p.m.
Follow instructions of precinct

•

* Student ID with photo from

* Tribal ID card with photo
Distribution of any kind is

officials.

prohibited, this includes handing

Every voter must show photo

out campaigning literature,

identification or sign an affidavit

display of any campaign

attesting that he or she is

material, signs, posters or the

not in possession of picture

like.

identification.

Within 100 feet of the polling
place, no solicitation of votes is
allowed, and no one can speak

If you do have ID, use:
GVl Archive / Jenny Whalen

Ending prohibition:

If people vote "No" on
Tuesday, alcohol could potentially be available

* Michigan driver's license

to a voter on the subject of

* Michigan personal ID card

marketing his or her ballot (on
behalf of or against any political

for purchase in Ottawa County on Sundays

harvested from human embryos that have
been created through in vitro fertilization.
Scientists hope to manipulate embryonic
stem cells to treat Parkinson’s disease.
MS, strokes and other conditions.
Using a live human embryo for
scientific or laboratory research that will
not enhance the research subject's health
and will damage the mbryo is a felony
in Michigan.
See Proposals, A2

If you do not possess either of these

candidate or issue).

documents, you may use:
* Driver's license or personal ID

socializing is permitted around

card issued by another state
* Federal or government-issued
photo ID

No loitering or extensive
the polling place.
*Poll information compiled by
GVL Staff Writer Tee Fossett

* U.S. passport
* Military ID card with photo
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Students' poll woes solved;
free transport offered
Student Senate to sponsor 49-passenger motor coach to
transport students to polling location on Election l)ag
By Jenny Whalen

sponsored bus will run every
half hour from II a.m. to 6
Toease the voting process for p.m. However, the last bus is
Grand Valley State University expected to depart the Kirkhof
students, free transportation to Center around 5:30 p.m. so
students
the polls will
should plan
be offered on
accordingly.
Allendale polling
Election Day.
At noon
A
location for all
Tuesday,
49-passenger
five precincts:
President
motor coach
Thomas J.
will transport
Second Christian
Haas
and
G V S U
Reformed Church
Student
students from
Senate
6950 Lake Michigan
the
Kirkhof
President
Center
on
Drive.
Autumn
the Allendale
Trombk a
Campus to the
will be at
local polling
the Kirkhof bus stop to greet
station Tuesday
students and increase publicity
Student
SenateThe
GVL Managing Editor

Above Skelletones

133 S. Division Ave.

for the voting process.
The coach will stop in the
metered parking lot of Kirkhof
and will not interfere with the
regular Rapid schedule. The
coach will be clearly marked
and signs will be posted in the
area to point students to the
stop.
The polling location for all
five Allendale precincts is the
Second Christian Reformed
Church located at 6950 Lake
Michigan Drive.
For questions regarding
the polling location or voting
process contact
Allendale
Township Clerk Candy Kraker
at (616) 895-6295 ext. 6.
managingeditor® lanthorn xom

Ask Gleaves: Election 2008 Special Edition

BUTCH WALKER CD USTENING PARTY
Mon. Noy. 10th § 10pm

By Gleaves Whitney

Pick up the New Album Here @ Midnight

How important Is it to vote in
a presidential election in which it
already seems there Is a winner?

WtK MIC won
tvm TUESDAY NIGHT AT 7PM

WWH.M35PACE.COM/MIHTAPECAFE

GVL Graphic / Joey Salamon

GVL Guest Columnist

— Jim Botumch, graduate student
in accounting

I cannot say it emphatically
enough: It is a citizen’s duty to
vote. In very close elections, every
vote counts.
Recall what happened in 2(XX).
In Florida, a state with almost six

million voters. Gov. George W. Truman,” appeared prematurely
Bush beat vice president Al Gore on the morning of the election. But
by 537 votes. That thin margin, Truman had the last laugh and got
combined with a 5-4 Supreme to spend four more years in the
Court decision, is why America’s White House.
UnderourConstitution, winning
43rd president was a Republican
the total popular vote does not
instead of a Democrat.
Another extremely close contest determine who wins the presidency.
occurred in 1960, when John F. Because presidents are elected by
Kennedy beat Richard Nixon the Electoral College, the results
by one-tenth of one percent of can be surprising and controversial.
the popular vote. A few different In several contests, the candidate
votes in precincts here, a few with the most votes actually lost.
This happened
different votes in
to
Andrew
precincts there,
Jackson
in 1824,
the
Electoral
Never doubt that every
Samuel Tilden
College
map
in 1876, Grover
might
have vote counts. Who knows?
Cleveland
in
looked different
Perhaps you will cast the
1888 and Al
and Nixon could
ballot that makes the
Gore in 2000.
have
become
But that does
president.
difference in
not negate the
Momentum
idea that every
can
shift
Election 2008.
vote
counts.
dramatical ly
What candidates
during
the
must do is win
final days of a
' vampat^). Never eoutv a candidate states. In the vast majority of states,'
out.Adrarnytic turnaround occurred candidates need to win by only
in 1948, when incumbent Harry one vote to receive all the electoral
Truman found himself trailing votes in that state. In our winnerRepublican
Thomas
Dewey. take-all system, one vote can make
Truman headed a deeply divided a difference.
Democratic Party.
Challenger
I am often asked if it is a good
Strom Thurmond was siphoning idea to vote for a third-party
off
discontented
Dixiecrats, candidate - sometimes as a protest
while former vice president vote, more often as an expression
Henry Wallace was appealing to of one’s values. This year, four
communist sympathizers. Most such candidates are on the ballot in
observers believed Dewey would Michigan, each competing for your
thrash the beleaguered president. vote.
The now famous Chicago Tribune
It is your duty to obey your
headline,
“Dewey
Defeats informed conscience. But consider

Proposals
continued from page A1

Proposal 2 would permit the
use of embryonic stem cells for
research if the research fulfilled
certain requirements.Only embryos
deemed unsuitable for implantation
and would have been disposed
of otherwise could be used. The
embryos would have to have been
created for fertility treatment, and
donated by the individual who is
seeking treatment.
Any state or local law restricting,
preventing or discouraging stem
cell research would be prohibited.
The purchase and selling of human
embryos for stem cell research
would also not be allowed if the
proposal were passed.
Sale of Beer and Wine
l*roposal
Selling beer and wine on
Sundays is currently banned in
Ottawa County.
A group of Ottawa County
business owners, who formed the
Say Yes to Sunday Committee,
county
residents’
gathered
signatures during the summer
in an effort to put a proposal on
Tuesday’s ballot to repeal the
ban on beer and wine sales in the
country if approved.
The business owners gathered
the necessary 37,756 signatures,
and the Sale of Beer and Wine
Proposal was put on the ballot.
The proposal will ask voters if
the sale of beer and wine in Ottawa
County should be prohibited. This
means voters who support the ban
ami want to continue it would vote
“yes.” Those who want to repeal
the ban would vote “no."
If the ban is lifted, Ottawa
County business owners would be
permitted to sell retail and by-thcglass beer and wine on Sundays
between 2 a.m. and midnight.
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this before casting your ballot for a
third-party candidate. Third-party
candidates have frequently played
the role of spoiler. The current
president’s father, George H. W.
Bush, may have lost his bid for
re-election in 1992 because of the
remarkably strong showing of Ross
Perot, whose Reform ticket won
almost 19 percent of the popular
vote.
In 1912, a third-party candidate
actually humiliated the sitting
president. When all the votes were
counted, Republican incumbent
William Howard Taft lost to both
Democrat Woodrow Wilson and
Bull M(x>se candidate Theodore
Roosevelt. It was the only time in
U.S. history when the third-party
candidate made a better showing
than the sitting president.
Truth can be stranger than fiction
when it comes to American politics.
Never doubt that every vote counts.
Who knows? Perhaps you will cast
the ballot that makes the difference
in' Ejection12008.' '>ah\a
^Presidential historian Gleaves
Whitney is director of the
Hauenstein Center for Presidential
Studies at GVSU. You can write
him at http://www.alIpresidents.
org.

See more: Visit

Lanthorn.com for
more historical
perspectives
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On-campus
election parties
together.
The event is open to the general
public, regardless of whether or not
When the polls close on Election one attends GVSU. Democrats,
Day, students at Grand Valley State Republicans, independents and
University will have an opportunity others, regardless of political
to watch the results pour in with affiliation, are welcome to attend.
students and faculty members of all
_ as the event is
political stripes,
non-partisan.
on both the
Party locations:
The
Allendale and
Allendale
Allendale
CampusPew campuses.
Campus
will
The Masters
Kirkhof Center Area 51
feature a similar
of
Social
viewing party
at 7 p.m.
Work Student
offering students
Pew CampusOrganization
multiple
will host an
channels
on
DeVos Building C
election
night
which to watch
at 9 p.m.
event on the
the results.
Pew Campus,
The
which
will
Allendale election party is also open
include viewing of the election to all students, faculty, staff and
results and a politician costume members of the local community.
contest. Meanwhile, the GVSU This event is non-partisan.
Student Senate, in conjunction
Election night at the Pew
with the College Democrats, Campus will be held in the first
College Republicans and Spotlight floor atrium of Building C in the
Productions, will host a similar DeVos Center and will begin at 9
results-watching party at the p.m. and last until midnight.
Kirkhof Center’s Area 51 lounge
The party at the Allendale
on the Allendale Campus.
Campus will begin at 7 p.m. and
The Pew Campus event will last until 11:45 p.m. in the Kirkhof
feature a costume contest, in which Center’s Area 51 lounge.
guests don the garb of a political
Students are encouraged to join
figure, and the best-dressed the party Tuesday and watch history
competitor will receive $100. In being made as the 44th president of
addition, there will be games, ice the U.S. is elected.
cream and gathering locations for
people of like-minded political
pleblanc @ lanthorn xom
persuasions to watch the results

By Paul LeBlanc
GVL Stuff Writer

AP Photo / Mark Stahl
Presidential hopes: Republican presidential candidate Sen John McCain, R-Ariz
greets supporters before his speech in Hanoverton, Ohio., Friday. Students, faculty
and staff can watch Tuesday's results together at parties on GVSU campuses.

I candidates' biographies
Ottawa County Prosecuting Attorney
Ronald J. Frantz (R)
j^flfttffWnship Clerk
Candy
'andy KrakMla^H
Kraker
Kraker is runju,
pru reelectton, m
fejnember of the
township clerk. She
Allendale Community tyfcndation board
^jfepdale Area
and past president
current
Chamber of Coi
Clerks
member of West MicJ
Association bo
of
She
and
«»
i*wL
Downtown
My
De

Frantz has 31 years experience with the Ottawa County
Prosecutors Office and has been a Prosecuting Attorney for 16
years. In the past he served on the board of First Priority of the
Lakeshore and is currently involved in
Lakeshrtre Alliance Against Domestic and
Sexual Violence and Children’s Advocacy
Center. He is an elder at the Second Christian
Reformed Church of Grand Haven.
His three priorities if elected are to
aggressively prosecute gang violence in the
greater Holland area, work with community
groups to reduce domestic violence and
improve the efficiency of the office through
technology and staff training.

AP Photo / Jae C. Hong
Final days: Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama, D-lll., waves

after addressing supporters at a rally in Sarasota, Fla., Thursday. Election resultswatching parties will be held Tuesday on the Allendale and Pew campuses

Allendale Township Trustee (Four elected)
Marcia Hoekstra (ft)
Hoekstra is a member of Allendale Parks and Recreation
Committee, a middle-school youth leader for Ottawa Reformed
Church and past youth leader for toe First Allendale Christian
Reformed Church. She is also involved in with the Allendale
Softball Association and runs the Allendale adult softball
league.

Ken Knoper (R)
Knoper is a vdurjteer for J^ov<
Name of Christ. He
AilendiiUr
served on toe building commit
School and the building committee for First Allendale
Reformed Church.

Jeffrey Meyer (R)
Meyer served on the board of deacons at Holy
Church and is a current volunteer for Junior Achi

David Lee Morren (R)
Morren is a former Sunday school
I.ife Church.
.*

Ottawa County Clerk
Danie, C. Krueger (R)

ty Sheriff
ma (R)
s been with the Ottawa
T since 1993. He was a
County
Ottawa County from 1981
detective
deputy from 1974 to 1981
to 1992,
and patrol officer and corporal with the
CoopettvttteFOlice Department from 1973
to 1974.

Kru4 j|teh|&30 years experience as
county liliTnlfM IBlii In inn...... the
clerk’s <
to serv
Fillmor
paymen
court sd
to loojfi
thmuflil

visor

- Vs
Potting location: Second Christian Reformed Chunch in After . •
KM JiUTlr
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Election Day 2008 sheds light into international perspectives
By Jenny Whalen
GVJ. Managing Editor

Grand Valley State University students studying around the
world share the feelings of their host-nations toward the presidential
election with their counterparts at home.

“I live among Arabs from all over the Middle East. Overall, the
majority of Arabs that I know, favor (Barack)
Obama. Many feel the word Republican’ is
synonymous with more war, more invasions
and more death. It is believed that the U.S.
should have never gotten involved; but now
that it is, if they were to abruptly pull out of the
(Middle East) it would cause many deaths, as
the local governments are too weak to stand for
themselves.”

Christina Smith
Public & Nonprofit Administration
Senior
American University of Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

“It seems to me that Spaniards, and Europeans in general are
overwhelmingly pro-(Barack) Obama. They are also very informed.
1 see updates on the American elections in the
newspapers on a daily basis. My professors,
people in cafes and even people on the street
immediately ask me who I’m voting for when
they find out I’m an American. When I tell them I
am voting for Obama they smile, shake my hand,
congratulate me and then talk about what’s wrong
with (George W.) Bush and (John) McCain for
the next hour or so. The seflora I’m living with
told me very bluntly that Spaniards don’t hate
Americans, they just hate Bush, and the same
sentiment has been reiterated to me by my study
abroad program directors, as well as my professors.”

Colleen Duffy
Spanish for secondary education
Junior
llniversidad Nehrija, Spain

“What I gather in London is strong support toward Barack Obama,
particularly due to their confidence in his economic policies, which
will hopefully ease the global crisis. Even those
who are less informed in politics show favoritism
towards Obama and have no doubt that he will be
our next president. My landlady said she would
be shocked if he did not win. Overall, most Brits
see Obama as a positive figure in U.S. politics
and the right candidate for the situations we face
today as a world.”

Amy Dunville
Sociology , Psychology
Senior
Kingston University, United Kingdom

Page design by: Joey Salamon
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Emerald ash borer detected
In Schoolcraft County
LANSING, Mich. (AP) Schoolcraft has become the
fifth county in Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula where the
tree-killing emerald ash
borer has been detected.
The Michigan Department
of Agriculture said Thursday
it
had
discovered
an
infestation near the village
of Cooks.
Ken Rauscher, director of
the plant pest management
division, says the outbreak
is close to another in
neighboring Delta County
— so it wasn’t a surprise.
State officials had hoped
a ban on moving firewood
into the U.P. would keep the
ash borer out. The exotic
beetle has devastated tens of
millions of ash trees in eight
states.
The ash borer also has
been found in Mackinac,
Chippewa and Houghton
counties.

Landfills leak coal
residues into Saginaw Bay
BAY CITY, Mich. (AP)
- Two ash landfills with
concentrated residues of
coal burned at a Bay County
power plant are leaking
toxins into Saginaw Bay.
The Bay City Times
reports this week that a local
environmental group learned
of the leaks while researching
plans for a new plant at the
Consumers Energy KamWeadock generator.
Regulators say the landfills
have
been
discharging
arsenic, boron and lithium in
excess of state standards.
A
Department
of
Environmental
Quality
supervisor
says
the
discharges probably harm
tiny aquatic organisms but
aren’t endangering public
health or the water supply.
Energy uud
'teaffEt) arc negotiating a
dcalto shore up the landfills
and monitor the ash piles.

Man gets life for killing
wife's ex-husband
ALLEGAN, Mich. (AP)
- A 29-year-old Gobles
man convicted of murdering
his wife’s ex-husband has
received a mandatory prison
sentence of life with no
parole.
Kristofer Thompson was
sentenced Friday in Allegan
County Circuit Court.
A jury earlier convicted
him of first-degree murder
and conspiracy to commit
murder in the stabbing death
last December of 36-yearold Troy Tyo of Allegan.
Authorities
say
Thompson and his 39-yearold wife, Dena Thompson,
planned the killing because
of a child-custody dispute.
Another jury convicted her
of first-degree murder.
Kristofer
Thompson’s
sister and brother-in-law,
Lori and Scott I^athrop of
Plainwell, earlier pleaded
guilty to less-serious charges
stemming from the killing
and received shorter prison
sentences.

Judge dismisses suit vs.
EMU over leader's firing
YPSILANTI, Mich. (AP)
- A judge has dismissed
a lawsuit against Eastern
Michigan University brought
by former President John
Fallon, who was fired amid
accusations that officials
covered up the 2006 rape
slaying of a student.
Washtenaw
County
Circuit
Judge
Archie
Brown dismissed the case
Thursday.
Fallon claimed the Board
of Regents violated his
rights under the Michigan
Whistleblowers’ Protection
Act when he was fired in
July 2007.
A
message
seeking
comment was left Friday
with Fallon’s lawyer.
The university in June
agreed to pay a $350/XX)
federal fine, largely over the
cover-up of the killing of
[.aura Dickinson in her dorm
room.
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Boy with Down syndrome denied home
Australia denies permanent residency to German
family whose son has Down syndrome
immigration minister about the case.
Roxon said the case must go through
proper channels — an appeal to the
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) - A German Migration Review Tribunal and then the
doctor hoping to gain permanent residency immigration minister — but that “there is a
in Australia said Friday he will fight an valid reason for this doctor and his family
immigration department decision denying to be eligible to stay here in Australia.”
his application because his son has Down
Don McRae, director of clinical
syndrome.
services at Wimmera Health Care Group,
Bernhard Moeller came to Australia said the hospital had invested a lot of
with his family two years ago to help fill a time and energy in recruiting the German
doctor shortage in a rural area of Victoria specialist to Horsham, about 100 miles
state.
northwest of Melbourne.
His temporary work
“We
were
very
“This
is
not
visa is valid until 2010,
surprised
by
the
discrimination. A
but his application for
decision,” he said of the
permanent residency was
immigration department’s
disability in itself
rejected this week. The
rejection. “It’s distressing
is not grounds for
immigration department
for Dr. Moeller’s family
said Moeller’s 13-year-old
and distressing for the
failing the health
son, Lukas, “did not meet
community who have
requirement.”
the health requirement.”
welcomed him and relied
“A medical officer
on his medical services.”
SPOKESMAN
of the Commonwealth
Immigration Minister
AUSTRALIAN DEPARTMENT
assessed that his son’s
Chris Evans has no power
OF IMMIGRATION AND
existing medical condition
to intervene in the case
CITIZENSHIP
was likely to result in a
until the review tribunal
significant and ongoing
or a court upholds the
cost to the Australian community,” a department’s decision.
departmental spokesman said in a statement
David Tolleson, executive director
issued Thursday by the Department of of the Atlanta-based National Down
Immigration and Citizenship.
Syndrome Congress, said he was
“This is not discrimination. A disability disappointed by the decision.
in itself is not grounds for failing the
“What is the cost implication to
health requirement — it is a question of the community of a doctor shortage?”
the cost implications to the community,” Tolleson asked. “I assume the son had the
the statement said.
same costs for the last two years and they
Moeller said he would appeal the were happy to have the family and use the
decision.
dad as a doctor.”
“We like to live here, we have settled in
The immigration department said it
well, we are welcomed by the community appreciates Moeller’s contribution to the
here and we don’t want to give up just community but said it must follow the
because the federal government doesn't relevant laws in considering residency
welcome my son,” he told reporters.
applications.
Moeller has powerful supporters.
“If we did not have a health requirement,
Victorian Premier John Brumby has the costs to the community and health
pledged to support the family’s appeal, system would not be sustainable,” the
and federal Health Minister Nicola statement said.
Roxon said Friday she would speak to the

By Tanalee Smith

Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / Wimmera Mail-Times, Paul Carracher

Residency denied: German doctor Bernhard Moeller, right, with his wife Isabella and son Lukas, 13,
are pictured at their home in Horsham, Australia, Tuesday Moeller said Friday he will fight a decision by
the immigration department to deny his application for residency because his son has Down syndrome.
Moeller, a specialist physician, came to Australia with his family two years ago to help fill a doctor
shortage in a rural area of Victoria state

Pre-historic-age reptile found in New Zealand
nestx m the sanctuary we don'f • to the introduction of predators
know of.”
•such as rats. They still live in the
Tuatara, dragon-like reptiles wild on 32 small offshore islands
WELLINGTON,
New that grow to up to 32 inches, are cleared of predators.
Zealand (AP) - A rare reptile the last descendants of a species
A population of 70 tuatara
with lineage dating back to the that walked the earth with the was established at the Karori
dinosaur age has been found
dinosaurs 225 Sanctuary in 2005. Another 130
nesting on the
million
years were released in the sanctuary in
“The
nest
was
New
Zealand
ago, zoologists 2007.
mainland
for
uncovered by accident say.
The sanctuary, a 620-acre
the first time in
minutes
from
They wilderness
and is the first
about 200 years,
have
unique downtown Wellington, was
concrete
proof
we
officials
said
characteristics, established to breed native
Friday.
have that our tuatara
such as two birds, insects and other creatures
Four leathery,
rows of top securely behind a predator-proof
are breeding.”
white eggs from
teeth
closing fence.
ROUEN
EPSON
an
indigenous
over one row
Empson said that the four eggs
CONSERVATION MANAGER
tuatara
were
at the bottom. — the size of pingpong balls —
found by staff at
They also have were unearthed Friday but that
the Karori Wildlife Sanctuary in a pronounced parietal eye, a there were likely more because
the capital, Wellington, during light-sensitive pineal gland on the average nest contains around
routine
maintenance
work the top of the skull. This white ten eggs.
Friday, conservation manager patch of skin — called its “third
The eggs were immediately
Rouen Epson said.
eye” — slowly disappears as covered up again to avoid
“The nest was uncovered by they mature.
disturbing incubation.
accident and is the first concrete
A native species to New
If all goes well, juvenile
proof we have that our tuatara Zealand, tuatara were nearly tuatara could hatch any time
are breeding,” Epson said. “It extincton the country’s three between now and March, she
suggests that there may be other main islands by the late 1700s due said.

By Ray Lilley

Associated Press Writer I

1

AP Photo / Karori Sanctuary

Lost species: In this undated photo supplied by the Karori Sanctuary, an adult
tuatara lizard is seen basking on a tree stump at the Karori Sanctuary in Wellington,
New Zealand Conservation staff at Wellington's Karori Sanctuary have found what
is almost certainly the first confirmed tuatara nest on mainland New Zealand in
more than 200 years The discovery came during routine maintenance work near
the Sanctuary's unique mammal-proof fence, when staff uncovered the four pingpong ball sized leathery white eggs.

Gunman arrested after Maine students held hostage
Subject of statewide
manhunt holds 11 fifth
graders hostage Friday;
no children injured

classroom around the start of the day. State
police were called at 8:42 a.m. and Hofland
was arrested about 20 minutes later.
Hofland was the object of a manhunt
that began on the night of Oct. 23 after he
allegedly pointed a gun at a police officer
who stopped him during a seat belt safety
By Glenn Adams
check in neighboring Searsport. Hofland
Associated Press Writer
drove off, eventually abandoning his car in
STOCKTON SPRINGS, Maine (AP) a field.
A two-mile stretch of U.S. I was closed
- A gunman who had been on the lam for
a week held 11 fifth-graders hostage at a to traffic for a time during the search, which
school Friday but was tackled outside a involved more than three dozen police
classroom without any harm to the children, officers, including the state police tactical
team.
police said.
Schools
in
School
Randall
Holland,
Administrative
District
56,
55, had released all the
“These children
including Stockton Springs
students and had turned
Elementary School, were
over a gun to one of the
are very brave.
closed for the day after
former hostages before he
Hofland fled out of concern
They did a
was arrested at Stockton
for students’ safety.
Springs Elementary School,
tremendous job."
The
school
serves
authorities said.
kindergarten through fifth
He was taken to jail and
grade
all of the school’s pupils,
Searsport Police Chief
JOHN BALDACCI
about 80. were taken by
Dick
LaHaye said Hofland
GOVERNOR
OF
MAINE
bus to an elementary school
had lived in the area for
in neighboring Searsport.
about seven years, most
where witnesses were being
recently in a trailer off a dirt road
questioned by police.
LaHaye said police had not had previous
“These children are very brave. They
did a tremendous job,” Gov. John Baldacci contact with Hofland, but he was aware
of reports that Hofland may have posted
said.
The gunman walked into a fifth-grade comments on an Internet message board

AP Photo / Robert F. Bukaty

Elementary hostages: Ray Freve, superintendent of schools for MSAD 56. left, and Jim Parsons,
transportation and maintenance supervisor, examine the scene at the Stockton Springs Elementary School,
Friday, in Stockton Springs, Maine Police said a gunman, Randall Hofland, 55, walked inside a classroom
and held 11 pupils hostage before giving himself up State and local police responded and Hofland was
taken into custody

questioning whether police had the right to
stop motorists at roadblocks.
“You might be able to draw the
conclusion that he might have issues with
those types of actions.” I^aHaye said.
Baldacci praised school and police
for their fast response Friday He said the
school secretary called a “code blue” and
then dialed 911. After being locked down

on Oct. 24. the day after the traffic incident,
the schools have been in a heightened state
of security, he said.
Details of the school’s emergency plan
weren’t immediately available. The Maine
Department of Education began requiring
schools to enlist local police, fire and
emergency preparedness officials in creating
emergency response plans in 2002.
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Palin might not be permitted
to cash in on fame
Alaskan law may prohibit Republican vice presidential
nominee to reap financial gain from recent fame
By Hillel italie and Anne Sutton
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / Rick Maiman

Missing person: Nassau County Police remove a woman's body that was found Wednesday in a wooded area about 13 miles
from the abandoned car of a teacher who disappeared two days before in Mineola, N Y.

Husband strangles
missing New York teacher
By Frank Eltman
Associated Press Writer

MINEOLA, N.Y. (AP) - It
seemed like one of those classic
suburban nightmares: A teacher
went to school on Monday morning,
sent a loving text message to her
husband, then vanished on the side
of the road. Her husband became
distraught, making tearful pleas for
her safe return.
But police said Thursday that
those pleas were fake.
They said William Walsh
confessed to strangling his wife
during a fight over his alleged
infidelity. He then dumped her body
on an embankment iind staged an
elaborate hoax to make it look as
if she had been a victim of random
roadside violence.
Homicide detectives believe
the would-be stockbroker killed
29-year-old I eah Walsh on Sunday
after he returned from a trip to
Atlantic City, N J. Lt. John Azzata,
commander of the Nassau County
homicide squad, said the couple got
in a fight, and Walsh choked her to
death as the dispute escalated.
Azzata described the killing as
“impulsive. ... It was a domestic
situation gone extremely bad.”

William Walsh, 29, was ordered returned to throw his wife’s purse
held without bail after pleading not in a nearby ditch.
He was seen leaving the scene
guilty to second-degree murder.
Despite a confession, Walsh’s by a driver in a state Transportation
attorney insisted that police had Department vehicle, authorities
made a “rush to judgment” and that said.
At about the same time, Walsh
his client was innocent.
Azzata said after the killing, sent a text message to himself,
Walsh took great effort to cover his using his wife’s cell phone. “Have
a great day. Love you bunches.
tracks.
With his dead wife inside their Mwah,” the message said.
Later Monday,
Bethpage apartment,
Leah failed to
Walsh went about his
“Have a great
arrive at her job
business on Sunday,
teaching autistic
day. Love you
washing his clothes at
children.
a coin laundry, eating at
bunches. Mwah.”
After a country
McDonald’s and doing
club
worker
“some various other
TEXT MESSAGE
spotted her black
things that he thought
WILLIAM WALSH
Ford Focus with
could substantiate his
SENT HIMSELF,
the flat tire, police
alibi,” Azzata said.
USING WIFE'S CELL
helicopters,
After darkness, he
PHONE
canine
units
loaded her body into
and officers on
her car and dumped her
remains in an embankment 50 feet horseback began a search that
lasted two days.
off the I^ong Island Expressway.
Then Leah Walsh’s body was
He then drove 13 miles to a
different highway, leaving the car found. Police said her husband
on the side of a road and letting the confessed hours later.
Defense lawyer Karl Seman
air out of the right front tire to make
it appear as if it had broken down, claimed the confession was the
result of “at least nine hours of
police said.
Walsh walked home, but continuous nonstop interrogation.”

NEW YORK (AP) - If her bid for vice
president fails. Gov. Sarah Palin could almost
surely use her sudden fame to obtain a lucrative
book deal or high fees on the lecture circuit, or
even get her own TV talk show. But Alaska law
might not allow it.
A provision of the Alaska Executive Branch
Ethics Act restricts outside employment. It says:
“The head of a principal executive department
of the state may not accept employment for
compensation outside the agency that the
executive head serves.”
Senior Assistant Attorney General David
Jones said the section likely applies to the
governor but it’s not clear what constitutes
“employment.”
“Clearly, the intent of the statute is to
make it clear these are full-time jobs. If you
are a commissioner, for example, you can’t
be working in the private sector. But does that
mean you can’t go out and give a speech now
and then for an honorarium? I don’t know. I
don’t know that we have interpreted it for that
purpose in the past,” Jones said.
Palin, 44, was little known beyond Alaska
before John McCain chose her in August to
be his running mate on the Republican ticket.
Although she has been widely criticized as
too inexperienced to handle the presidency,
Palin consistently draws large crowds and is
considered an attractive and dynamic presence,
receiving high praise for her appearance Oct.
19 on “Saturday Night Live.”
“It’s not unimaginable that Ms. Palin, who
once worked as a television sports reporter,
could someday follow (Ronald) Reagan’s path
in reverse and cash in her political renown to
become a show-business celebrity,” New York
Times critic Alessandra Stanley wrote.
“One thing everybody can agree on is that
Gov. Sarah Palin is qualified — to someday
host her own television show.”
Palin was elected governor in 2006. Her
term is scheduled to run through 2010.
Unlike McCain, or the Democratic
candidates — Sen. Barack Obama and Sen.
Joseph Biden — Palin has never written a
book. But interest in her has been so high that
her nomination made an instant best seller out
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Cash limit: This file photo shows Republican vice
presidential candidate, Alaska Gov Sarah Palm speaking at
a rally in front of Ross County Courthouse in Chillicothe,
Ohio, Wednesday. If her bid for vice president fails, Palin
could easily use her sudden fame to obtain a lucrative
book deal or high fees on the lecture circuit, or even get
her own television talk show.

of an obscure biography, Kaylene Johnson’s
“Sarah: How a Hockey Mom Turned Alaska’s
Political Establishment Upside Down,”
published last spring by Epicenter Press, Inc.,
based in Kenmore, Wash.
Publishers agree that a Palin memoir would
bring her a seven-figure advance, should she
be permitted to accept it.
“If she is allowed to do whatever she
wants, all kinds of things are possible,” says
Peter Osnos, founder of PublicAffairs, which
released the best seller “What Happened,”
by former White House press secretary Scott
McClellan.
“What you have with her is a situation in
which she’s a real celebrity, and she’s new
enough for people to want to read about her.”
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Californians campaigning in Nevada, Colorado
Democratic,
Republican volunteers
take campaign efforts
to swing states
By Evelyn Nieves
Associated Press Writer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) In no-contest California, where
polls show Barack Obama leading
by miles, what’s a campaign
volunteer to do?
Up and leave, of course.
Californians who are eager to
have an impact in the presidential
election. Republicans as well as
Democrats, have been heading to
the nearby swing states of Nevada
and Colorado by the hundreds,
even thousands, during the home
stretch.
So many, in fact, that some

Obama supporters have turned
around and gone back to California
to concentrate on local races for
the final week of the campaign.
Some of those who have been
exported to other states are part
of coordinated efforts by the
campaigns of Democrat Obama
and Republican John McCain,
which help volunteers find car
pools and lodging.
Others have simply packed
up and headed out on their own,
showing up at campaign offices
asking how they can help. Many
come for a day or two, others for
longer.
Neither campaign will say how
many volunteers from California
are traveling to swing states, nor
how they are being deployed.
But the McCain camp has been
chartering buses to Reno and Las
Vegas over the past several weeks.

And the Obama side, with a ficxxl of campaign based in Reno, said
San Francisco Bay area volunteers California Republicans were just as
headed to Reno,
enthusiastically
four
hours
traveling
for
“We have an
away, has been
their candidate.
enormous number
diverting some
“The
voter
to Las Vegas or
of excited, energized
contacts we’re
even Colorado
making
in
volunteers who want
for the last week
Nevada are at
to be part of this
of the campaign,
historic levels,”
according
he said. "We’re
historic change.”
to
several
getting an equal
volunteers here in
number
of
GABRIEL SANCHEZ
San Francisco.
volunteers from
SPOKESMAN FOR OBAMA
"We
have
all three sections
CAMPAIGN IN CALIFORNIA
enormous
an
of California —
number
of
southern, central
excited, energized volunteers who and northern. They bring so much
want to be part of this historic eneigy. They’re on a charter bus
change,” said Gabriel Sanchez, and they’re phone banking on the
the spokesman for the Obama
campaign in California.
Rick Gorka, a regional
spokesman for the McCain

way out here.”
Nick Johnson, a 25-year-old
substitute teacher from Oakland,
even moved to Denver in
September in order to register to
vote for Obama there and spend
six weeks as a full-time volunteer
for the campaign. He had never
volunteered for a campaign
before.
“I just th ink there’s a tremendous
amount at stake,” said Johnson,
adding that half the volunteers at
the Denver field office where he
works are from the San Francisco
Bay area.
The volunteer travel is being
repeated around the country,
with supporters in the District
of Columbia and Maryland,

for example, heading to iri?£competitive states such as OflTio,
Pennsylvania and Virginia.
With polls favoring Obama,
some volunteers arc on the mqve
yet again, returning to California
from Nevada or Colorado to focus
on local races.
Noam Szoke, a 47-yearold computer consultant in San
Francisco, traveled to Reno last
weekend. He found himself
among hundreds of volunteers
from California, most from the
Bay area. “I’m actually not going
back,” he said after returning
home. "They feel that the Reno
area is well handled and well
saturated.”

LMm limm [Mm

AP Photo / Jae C. Hong

More power: Democratic presidential candidate. Sen. Barack Obama, D-lll., greets a volunteer at his campaign office in
Brighton, Colo., Oct 26 Many campaign volunteers from California have redirected their efforts to Nevada and Colorado

U.S. deaths in Iraq plunge to
wartime low in October
much of the fighting.
government
figures
Iraqi
showed at least 364 Iraqis killed
BAGHDAD (AP) - U.S. in October — including police,
deaths in Iraq fell in October to soldiers, civilians and militants.
their lowest monthly level of the
Despite the sharp decline, the
war, matching the record low of Iraqi death toll serves as a reminder
13 fatalities suffered in July. Iraqi that this remains a dangerous,
deaths fell to their lowest monthly unstable country despite the
levels of the year.
security gains, which U.S. military
Eight of the 13 Americans commanders repeatedly warn are
died in combat, most of them in fragile and reversible.
northern Iraq where alU.S.
Qaida and other Sunni
commanders
insurgent groups remain
At least 364
are
also
active.
worried that
Iraqis were killed security
The U.S. military
suffered 25 deaths in
in October, which could worsen
September and 23 in
if the Iraqi
August.
parliament
included
police,
The sharp drop in
refuses
to
American
fatalities
soldiers, civilians approve a
reflects
the
overall
new security
and militants.
security improvements
agreement
across
the
country
by the end of
following the Sunni
December,
revolt against al-Qaida
when the U.N. Security Council
and the rout suffered by Shiite mandate under which the coalition
extremists in lighting last spring in operates in Iraq expires.
Basra and Baghdad.
Without a new agreement
But the decline also points to a or a new U.N. mandate, U.S.
shift in tactics by extremist groups, military operations would have
which U.S. commanders say are to stop. Prime Minister Nouri alnow focusing their attacks on Iraqi Maliki’s government is pressing
soldiers and police that are doing

By Robert H. Reid

Associated Press Writer

for changes in the draft agreement
before submitting it to parliament.
Much of that concern focuses
on Mosul, Iraq’s third largest city
about 225 miles northwest of
Baghdad. U.S. and Iraqi troops
launched a new operation Oct.
15 to clear al-Qaida and other
insurgent groups from the city.
Attacks and threats against
Christians in Mosul prompted
about 13JOOO of them to flee the
city in early October.
On Friday, a local official,
Jawdat Ismaeel, said Christians
were trickling back after police
and soldiers increased patrols
and checkpoints in Christian
neighborhoods.
He said that 35 Christian
families, about 210 people,
returned in the past week and
that the exodus from the city had
largely stopped.
The Iraqi government has
offered each Christian family that
returns 1 million Iraqi dinars —
about $865 — although officials
say the response so far has been
lukewarm.
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GE Aviation

R.I.S.E. to your full potential with
a career at GE Aviation, Systems
Elevate the value of your degree, and accelerate your career advancement to
the maximum with an industry leader GE Aviation Systems division. We are at
the forefront of the oviation industry, creating systems for advanced military
and civilian projects. We want you to reach your full potential and build
a promising career with our occloimed organization
We are seeking to fill internship, co-op and full-time positions in our
Grand Rapids, Michigan and Clearwater, Florida facilities
if you ore currently majoring in one or more of the following, plan on visiting
with our company representatives at the GVSU Careerfest Job and Internship Fair
on Tuesday. November 4th from 2pm to 6pm
• Electrical Engineering
• Computer Engineering
For more information and to apply, visit www.soaringcareers com.

imagination at work

AP Ptioto / Khalid Mohammed, III*

Casualty drop: In this Aug 29 file photo, a Mine Resistant Ambush Protected
(MRAP) vehicle is seen beyond a U.S soldier standing guard, during a joint Iraqi
police and U.S. military operation
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Vatican issues new
seminarian guidelines
Pope increases psychological screening for priesthood candidates
By Frances D'Emilio
Associated Press Writer

VATICAN CITY (AP) - The Vatican issued
new psychological screening guidelines for
seminarians Thursday — the latest effort by the
Roman Catholic Church to be more selective about
its priesthood candidates following a series of
pedophile scandals.

AP Photo / Pier Paolo Cito

New rules: Pope Benedict XVI, center, is assisted by his
aides as he celebrates an open-air canonization ceremony in
St Peter's square at the Vatican Oct. 12 Benedict gave the
Roman Catholic church four new saints, including India's first
woman saint, Sister Alphonsa of the Immaculate Conception,
whose canonization is seen as a morale boost to Christians in
India who have suffered Hindu violence

The church said it issued the new guidelines
to help church leaders weed out candidates with
“psychopathic disturbances.” Sex abuse scandals
by pedophile priests have rocked the church in
recent years, triggering lawsuits that have cost
hundreds of millions of dollars in settlements.
“(The guidelines) became ever more urgent
because of the sexual scandals” Monsignor
Jean-Louis Brugues told reporters. He stressed,
however, that psychological testing was used in
some seminaries as far back as the 1960s — or
at least a decade before the pedophile scandals
exploded in public.
“In all too many cases, psychological defects,
sometimesof a pathological kind,reveal themselves
only after ordination to the priesthood,” the
guidelines said. “Detecting defects earlier would
help avoid many tragic experiences.”
The guidelines said problems like “confused or
not yet well-defined” sexual identities need to be
addressed.
A 2(X)5 Vatican document said men with "deepseated” homosexual tendencies shouldn’t be
ordained, but that those w ith a “transitory' problem"
could become priests if they had overcome them
for three years. The Vatican considers homosexual
activity sinful.
The new guidelines reflect the earlier teaching,
stressing that if a future priest shows “deep-seated
homosexual tendencies,” his seminary training
“would have to be interrupted.”
The guideline say priests must have a “positive
and stable sense of one’s masculine identity” and the
capacity to “integrate his sexuality in accordance"
with the obligation of celibacy.
The church is struggling to provide enough
priests for parishes in many parts of the West
because of waning vocations. But Pope Benedict
XVI has said it is more important to have good
priests than a greater number of priests.

Nazi leader's grandniece, Jewish woman find peace
Descendant of Nazi
officer, family of
Holocaust victim
join forces to heal
By Aron Heller
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / Brennan Linsley, file

Shutdown: In this June 4 file photo, a U S trooper jogs at the tent city next to Camp Justice, the legal complex of the U S
Military Commissions, at Guantanamo Bay U S Naval Base, in Cuba Camp Justice, erected six months ago for the first U S.
war-crimes trials in a half-century, already feels like a ghost town With the dock running out on the Bush administration, so
too is it ticking for America's six-year attempt to try what it called "the worst of the worst" for crimes of war

With U.S. election, sun setting
on Guantanamo Bay trials
this week urged whoever wins week should ask the Bush
to make good on that promise in administration to suspend the
Associated Press Writer
military commissions since the
his first l(X) days in office.
GUANTANAMO
BAY
The current trial, which winner inherits all the mess
NAVAL BASE, Cuba (AP) charges Ali Hamza al-Bahlul that piles up from now until
- Camp Justice, erected six with being bin Laden’s media inauguration day,” said Davis,
months ago for the first U.S. specialist, is only the second who quit last year complaining
war-crimes trials in a half- held
since
then-Defense of political interference.
century, already feels like a Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
The Pentagon declined to
ghost town.
outlined the initial rules in comment on the future of the
A hundred canvas tents March 2002.
trials.
pitched on a weed-choked
The heyday for journalists
Only one more is scheduled
airfield to house an army of before
seems
to
be
Bush’s _
lawyers and journalists stand term ends on
history.
Only
“Whoever wins
mostly empty, even as air Jan. 20.
months
ago,
conditioning blasts through
...
inherits all the
the
military
In
all,
them to keep iguanas and large 255 men are
periodically
mess that piles
rodents at bay.
flew dozens of
being held at
Only three reporters showed Guantanamo,
up from now until
print
reporters,
up this week for the trial of the
TV crews, pool
great
inauguration
day.’
Osama bin Laden’s alleged majority without
photographersand
communications
specialist, charges. Army
sketch artists to
MORRIS DAVIS
in contrast to the dozens who Col. Lawrence
Guantanamo Bay
AIR FORCE COLONEL
attended earlier hearings.
from
Andrews
Morris,
With the clock running out Guantanamo’s
Air Force Base
on the Bush administration, so chief prosecutor, said two dozen near Washington.
too is it ticking for America’s cases are at various stages, with
Once they landed in the arid
six-year attempt to try what it another dozen or so moving heat, they were met by soldiers
called “the worst of the worst” toward charges.
who shepherded them in buses
for crimes of war.
But Morris’ predecessor, and a boat across the bay to
“It is getting quiet here,” retired Air Force Col. Morris a press room to watch court
lamented
Kiplin
Rail, a Davis, said those cases will proceedings on a big-screen TV.
Jamaican managing a small likely never be brought forward Military public affairs officers
convenience store in a rusting as war-crimes trials, known stood by to answer questions.
hangar at Camp Justice.
These days, the military
as military commissions, at
Barack Obama and John Guantanamo Bay. He said press liaisons outnumber the
McCain have both pledged, if trials could conceivably be journalists. Only reporters from
elected, to close the offshore held elsewhere, but the system AP, Reuters and The Miami
prison at Guantanamo Bay. would need to be fundamentally Herald were present for this
Amnesty
International changed for that to happen.
week’s trial.
Secretary-General Irene Khan
“Whoever
wins
next

By David McFadden

ASHKELON, Israel (AP) Benina Goering ran away from
home at 13, lived on a promiscuous
commune in India and later fled to
the U.S. and had herself sterilized. It
was all part of an attempt to escape
AP Photo / Tsafrir Abayov
the legacy of her last name.
Recovery: Bettma Goering, whose great-uncle was the infamous Nazi leader
Her great-uncle was the Hermann Goering, left, and artist Ruth Rich, an Australian artist whose brother was
infamous Nazi leader Hermann murdered by the Nazis and whose parents survived the Holocaust, right, stand next
Qoering. Adolf Hitler’s second-in- to Rich's paintings in the Israeli city of Ashkelon, Oct. 26. Goering and Rich came
command. he headed the vaunted to Israel for the screening of "Bloodlines," a documentary recording their emotional
Luftwaffe airforce and was a encounters. Goering said it was only thanks to her meetings with Rich, where she
By Beth Fouhy
leading architect of the “Final faced an angry victim, that she was able to finally break through from a guilt-ridden
Associated Press Writer
Solution" to exterminate Europe’s life, filled of psychological and physical breakdowns.
NEW YORK
(AP) Jews.
at age 30. She said she feared she
Republican John McCain poked
His grandniece’s odyssey to died in 1981, never spoke about the
would create another monster. “It’s
fun at his presidential campaign’s
cleanse herself of the family’s Holocaust, or about his notorious
my bloodline and I didn’t want to
financial shortcomings and his
tarnished past has brought her uncle.
But her grandmother was less continue it.” she said. “I didn’t want
reputation as a political maverick
to Israel, where a documentary
any more Goerings.”
in an appearance on NBC’s
about her relationship with a child evasive — she adored him. As head
Her only brother independently
“Saturday Night Live.”
of Holocaust survivors is being of the Red Cross in Nazi Germany,
decided to have a vasectomy.
The
presidential
hopeful
featured at the Jewish Eye film she hobnobbed with the regime’s
She is now close with him, but
other
top
leaders
and
had
many
made a cameo appearance at the
festival in this southern Israeli city.
disconnected from the rest of the
beginning of the show, with Tina
“Bloodlines” records Goering’s pictures of herself alongside Hitler.
family. “It’s all a part of this guilt,”
“We
would
be
watching
a
Fey reprising her memorable
emotional encounters with Ruth
she said.
impersonation
of
McCain’s
Rich, an Australian artist whose documentary on TV together about
At a screening this week,
running mate, Alaska Gov. Sarah
brother was murdered by the the Holocaust and she would yell
she faced tough questions from
Palin.
Nazis and whose parents emerged ‘it’s all lies, it didn’t happen,’”
Goering survivors at the film festival.
McCain, who is trailing
broken from the
I xiter, in a visit to the Yad Vashem
recalled.
Democrat Barack Obama in
Holocaust. The
“I looked into the
The young Holocaust museum, she watched
most battleground state polls,
film has aired
darkest darkness and
Goering, the famous footage of Hermann
also appeared during the show's
in Australia and
baffled at how Goering from the Nuremberg trials
there is nothing left to
“Weekend Update” newscast to
will be screened
the systematic with less pain than ever before.
announce he would pursue a new
next
at
the
fear. I finally released
“The hardest part is admitting
killing of 6
campaign strategy in the closing
Boston Jewish
it. It was the deepest
million
Jews that I could have liked him. I was so
days of the campaign.
Film Festival.
had occurred, shocked by that,” she said. “Now 1
kind of therapy you
“I thought I might try a strategy
Goering, in
am accepting myself more for who
rebelled.
called the reverse maverick. That’s
an
interview,
could do.”
At 13, she I am, whatever that encompasses
where I’d do whatever anybody
said it was only
ran away and — the good. the bad and the ugly.”
tells me.” McCain said.
BETTINA
GOERING
thanks to her
cut ties with
GRANDNIECE OF NAZI LEADER
meetings with
the
family.
HERMANN
GOERING
Rich, where she
She
became
faced the pain of
a hippie and
an angry victim.
then a communist and traveled the
that she was finally able to break
world. But her teenage years were
through from a guilt-ridden life.
marked by drug abuse, and her
“I looked into the darkest
twenties included three nervous
darkness and there is nothing left to
breakdowns.
fear. I finally released it.” she said.
Her journey also tix>k her
“It was the deepest kind of therapy
to India where she become a
you could do.”
disciple of Osho, before moving
The 52-year-old Goering, a
to the United States, where she
K
doctor of oriental medicine, has
still resides. There she married and
Ln«*v
struggled with her identity her entire
'
•
’
5
"
SATURDAY
4PM
changed her name. For this article,
life. Her father. Heinz, was adopted
she asked to conceal it for fear of
by his infamous uncle, after his
SUNDAY 9AM & HAM
drawing attention, particularly from
own father died, and followed in
neo-Nazi sympathizers.
his footsteps to become a fighter
Still, she said she couldn’t shake
pilot for the laiftwaffe.
733 BRIDGE ST. N\V
the ghost of her great-uncle. It was
: Hermann
Goering
was
there every time she looked in the
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49501
sentenced to death along with 11
mirror.
others at the Nuremberg trials in
“The eyes, the cheekbones, the
1946, but he committed suicide
profile,” she said. “I look just like
(616) 458-3213
by swallowing a poison pill in his
L ■
him. I look more like him than his
cell the night before his scheduled
(V \V W. SI J A M IS PA RI SI I.( A I HOI ICWKB.COM1
own daughter ”
execution.
The most drastic step she took
Goering said her father, who
was to have her fallopian tubes tied

McCain pokes fun at campaign on 'SNL'

WEEKEND MASSES

P-

y

And if that didn't work, “I’d
go to the double maverick. I’d
just go totally berserk and freak
everybody out,” the Arizona
senator quipped.
Earlier in the show, McCain
and Fey, portraying Palin, said
they couldn’t afford a halfhour campaign commercial on
television like Democrat Barack
Obama aired earlier this week.
They said they’d sell campaign
products on the QVC shopping
channel instead.
Among other things, McCain
advertised a set of knives to cut
through pork in Washington.
His wife, Cindy McCain, briefly
appeared to advertise “McCain
Fine-Gold” jewelry, a play
on the campaign finance law
McCain authored with Wisconsin
Democratic Sen. Russ Feingold.
Fey, as Palin, advertised a set
of “Joe” dolls commemorating
Joe the Plumber, Joe Six Pack and
her Democratic rival, Joe Biden.
The pretend Palin also pulled
out T-shirts saying “Palin 2012”

AP Photo / David Karp

McCain live: Republican presidential
candidate Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz
and his wife Cindy McCain arrive at NBC
studios where he appeared on Saturday
Night Live Saturday, in New York.

and said she wouldn't be returning
to Alaska after the election.
“I’m either running in four
years or I’m going to be a white
Oprah,” she said.
KIRKPATRICK
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EDITORIAL

Misusing accessibility

riZfS'DAy

NON/CNVBEtt 4

Almost all public buildings and housing units
at Grand Valley State University are outfitted
with a ramp, automatic entry or elevator to
ensure handicap accessibility. And while such
additions likely fulfill state disability-accessibility
requirements, their purpose is limited if students
do not respect their use.
Biking has become an increased form of transportation on the
Allendale Campus, but it would appear the number of bike racks on
campus has remained the same. If a bike rack is full, out of sight or too tar
from a building’s entrance, students will lock their bikes on any structure
secured to the ground, which unfortunately include entrance accessibility
ramps.
Though this action may seem harmless, it is in direct violation ot
physically disabled individuals’ rights to accessibility. There is no
question students have a right to secure their belongings, but the presence
of even one bike can obstruct a wheelchair’s entrance to a ramp, forcing
the wheelchair user to enter the building by other means or not at all.
Another familiar sight on campus is the blue button conveniently
located outside building entrances. Intended for use by individuals who
may be unable to open the door with ease, it is more often used to aid the
entrance of a grocery-laden student. While there is no rule as to who can
use this automated entry, misuse (kicking the button) and overuse can
damage the automation. Such assistance technology cannot be used it
broken.
A second luxury, elevators are now commonplace in the campus’
multiple-storied public and private buildings. Convenient for move-in and
long vertical treks, these mobile additions have also given students with
physical disabilities unlimited access to all points on campus. But they
too should be used only as needed. The term disabled does not have to
refer specifically to a permanent disability either. After all, crutches are
not exactly ideal for stair-use.
So don’t take GVSU’s accessibility amenities for granted and be
conscious of your fellow students. Take a few extra steps to lock your
bike to a location other than an entrance ramp. Set the groceries on the
ground and open the door manually, and take the stairs, it’s good exercise.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR--------------------------------Proposal 2 on the 2008 Michigan
ballot deals with human embryonic
stem cell research being conducted in
Michigan. Current policies and practices
utilized by in vitro fertilization clinics
alleviate many of the metaphysical
concerns (such as the question of when
life begins) that surround the use of
human embryos for biomedical research.
We live in a pluralistic society
which sees in vitro fertilization as an
acceptable life giving practice. One of
the byproducts of in vitro fertilization
is a large number of in viable embryos
and a large bank of excess embryos that
are cryogenically frozen. After a doctor
has created a number of embryos, he/
she may deem some of these excess
embryos unsuitable for implantation due
to genetic defects and they will never be
implanted into the uterus of a woman
and allowed to develop further.
Although these will not be used

for pregnancy, scientists want them to
research abnormalities. By studying
these embryos, they may develop
treatments for a number of human
defects. The frozen embryos are no
good after five years due to substantial
increase in mutation, referred to as
“freezer bum.” A large number are
frozen indefinitely, or discarded.
Many people see these human
embryos as life; however Proposal
2 includes a clause that will limit the
creation of new embryonic stem cell
lines to embryos that are created for the
sole intent of in vitro fertilization, and
will be otherwise discarded.
Whether or not Proposal 2 passes,
these embryos will be destroyed, so we
should use them to benefit humanity.
Evan Witkowski
GVSU senior
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Valley Vote
“Should regional campuses have
representation in Allendale?”

Yes:

82.76%

No:

YOUR INSIGHTS

What was the best Halloween
costume you saw?

"The three chicks'
costumes. There were
three guys dressed up
as girls and they were
pretty good."

"The Post-it man. The
guy had a whole bunch
of Post-it notes stuck all
over him."

Justin Beeker

Freshman
Business
Sturgis, Mich.

Vote online at

Are you happy with the new

Lanthorn.com on

president?

Tuesday night

GVL OPINION POLICY
issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley I anthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons.
The content, information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff

"Heidi Klum. I saw her
on the cover of 'People.'
She was some sort
of Buddist goddess,
painted all blue with
about eight arms."

"Indiana Jones. The guy
had the whole getup.
Everything was perfect
- the whip, gun, holster,
jacket and hat."

"The Night Owl from
the 'Watchmen.' The
costume was entirely
homemade, but with
craft and skill."

Chris Casterline

Jessi Essian

James Walsh

Stoyan Francis

Freshman
Pre-med
Centreville, Mich.

Junior
Art and Design
Bad Axe, Mich.

Senior
Creative Writing
Tinley Park, III.

Sophomore
Public Administration , ,
Southfield, Mich.
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What to do Wednesday: Life after Nov. 4
Greg M.
Schumaker
(A 1. Columnist

You will find me hanging
from my shower rod on
Wednesday if John McCain
wins.
But the more likely scenario
is you will find me on campus,
sunny as can be. staring at
my empty computer screen
between classes.
See. 1 am not quite sure
what I am going do after
the election. My free time
consists of devouring the latest
misstep by Sarah Palin on The
Huffington Post, watching
“The Rachel Maddow
Show” podcast on my iPod,
and staying up late at my
boyfriend’s — he has cable
— to watch Jon Stewart and
Stephen Colbert.
And do not act like you
are not doing the same thing.

Last Wednesday’s episode of
“The Daily Show” with Barack
Obama was its highest rated
episode ever — 3.6 million
viewers, according to Yahoo.
But our generation is
online and we are not just
posting pictures of ourselves
in bathing suiLs on Facebook.
The Huffington Post had 45
million visitors in September,
up 472 percent from a year ago
according to comScore.com,
the Web’s source for reliable
ratings. Politco and The
Drudge Report are up 344 and
70 percent, respectively.
And this is good because
the Internet has worked against
politicians’ lies. That is why
McCain’s attempts to label
Obama an idiot celebrity,
terrorist, socialist and tax
raising liberal fascist all fell
flat. Blogs, YouTube and
FactCheck.otg have made it
risky to try and smear your
way into the White House.
So Rush Limbaugh
can snort and grunt all the

disgusting lies he wants into
the hungry ears of delusional
people every morning, but we
have the facts online to make
him look more stupid than ever
before.
Still, after Tuesday the
party’s over — at least the
Republican one. What is a boy
to do when there is no new poll
to check or Palin supporters to
laugh at? Will there even be
any news?
Probably not if McCain
wins. Such a disaster would
warp time and space, causing
our earth to fall out of orbit
and spiral into the sun. At
least that is my nightmare
scenario.
Interestingly, an expert
commentator online on my
previous column wrote this:
“If Obama is elected and
when he puts our nation into
a downspin I will laugh in
your face Schumaker and all
the other pathetic liberals.”
Hard to imagine a greater
downspin than the worst

economy since The Great
Depression, two wars and a
president with an approval
rating of less than 30 percent.
It seems everything is in
shambles these days because
of this one, power-hungry
governor from Texas who
shredded eight potentially .
amazing years. Yet,
McCain has not rejected his
endorsement.
But if the state of our
country can get worse and it
might, and Obama causes it. I
will be ready for you to laugh
in my face.
However, a very large
majority of America and I
have embraced hope, change
and one very important
feature Republicans lack:
Optimism.
And armed with that on.
November five and long
after, we will be waiting to
not laugh in your face, but
appreciatively say, “We told
you so.”
gschumaker® lanthom roni

Internet murder distorts reality

17.24%

This week s question:

The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I .anthorn
The Grand Valley I .anthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
Letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley I .anthorn
letters appear as space permits each

GVL / Elliot Slenk

The inability to separate
fantasy from reality isn’t just
limited to children who play
violent video games like
“Saints Row 2” or “Grand
Theft Auto: San Andreas;”
adults also often find
themselves so engrossed in the
online fantasy world and their
online personas or “avatars”
they find themselves slipping
away from reality as well.
A recent example of this
was in the news earlier this
week, with a story of a woman
in Japan who killed heronline
husband’s avatar after finding
he suddenly divorced her in the
virtual world of “MapleStory.”
The woman was so distraught
she hacked into his account
and virtually “murdered” his
avatar. She is now facing a

large fine and possibly up to
five years in prison.
Why are the terms
“murdered” and “killed”
being used when describing
what she did? She did not
murder anyone, she deleted
someone’s online profile. How
can you kill something that is
imaginary? Wait, I have the
answer — you can’t! This
whole situation is ridiculous.
For a first offense, this
woman could potentially be
sentenced to a maximum
of five years prison time for
a tampering with an online
account. Yes, I think she should
be fined for messing with
someone else property, but
time in prison? No.
For someone who did not
hurt anyone physically, I think
prison time is too high of a
penalty.
It is almost as if the people
charging her have the same
distorted sense of reality she
has.

Instead of giving this
woman prison time and
secluding her even more from
society than she already does
herself by spending all of
her time in the virtual world
of "MapleStory.” why not
give her counseling and help
her to re-enter the real world
and to socialize and form
relationships with real people.
I think making her have to go
to mandatory therapy for a
gaming addiction would be a
better solution than giving her
prison time.
She is dangerous, which
might be why some people
would think prison time is
necessary.
She did not kill this person
in real life and there is no
pnxif or suspicion she was
conspiring to do so. So why
not just give her a slap on the
wrist with a fine, anti let her get
back to her life, or virtual life?
You cannot hold people
accountable for what they

might have done.
This isn’t the first time
someone has gotten carried
away. There have also been
accounts of people committing
suicide in Japan when they
lose at games or something
unwanted happens in the
virtual world they’re playing
in.
# 11 , i
Are the advancements in
technology that enables us to
create a whole other persona
really harmful? As technology
becomes more advanced,
will our perception of right
and wrong blur? Should we
all revert back to a simplistic
lifestyle? Or is this just an
expansion of Darwin’s natural
selection theory, where the
weak minded who cannot
separate reality from fantasy
are weeded out?
I would hope our society’s
values instill a moral fiber in us
that is more resilient than that.
navery@ lanthom xoni
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Political fashions
banned from
polling locations
By Lauren Sibula
GVL Laker Life Hditar
GVL / Bri Goodyear

Accessibility: Students lock their
bikes on the ramps leading to the
Kitkhof Center This causes trouble
fo( disabled students because the
bikes can be an obstruction on the
ramps.

Ice cream to
raise accessibility
awareness
By Haley Otman
GVL Staff Writer

Students will gather over ice
cream Thursday to melt away
misconceptions of students with
disabilities.
Grand
Valley
State
University’s Organization for the
Advancement of Students with
Disabilities will host their annual
Ice Cream Social Thursday.
The ice cream social
traditionally takes place at the
end of Disability Awareness
Month ((X'tober).
OASD plans to entice
students with “ice cream and
( all the
.. they have fixings,”

said

all of the
same rights
as everyone
else.”
COURTNEY
FOLEY
STUDENT WHO
PLANS TO ATTEND
EVENT

Shari

Lynne
Denton,
OASD

president
and
educate
them
about

disability
rights

and
OASD itself.The social will offer
an informal environment, giving
students the opportunity to ask
questions and gain knowledge.
Denton said she believes the
event is important because it can
help bring awareness to issues
ffcASD focuses on.
•f “The
OASD
welcomes
students with and without
disabilities to attend their events
and their meetings, which take
place Thursdays at 8 p.m. in the
Kirkhof Center.
Courtney Foley, who has
a .close friend with a learning
disorder, said she believes in the
importance of educating people
about the similarities they share
with the disabled, and in making
sure persons with impairments
have the ability to venture to all of
the same places and experience
all 'of the same experiences as
'everyone else.
' ’‘My friend luckily doesn’t
have a physical impairment, but
so many other people do, and ...
they have all (of) the same rights
as everyone else," Foley said.
Kate Vanderheiden, program
manager of the Trace R&D
Center at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison,
gave
four basics of accessibility:
Wheelchair access to buildings
and classrooms, accessible
computing,
sign
language
mterpreters/CA RT note takers
and making sure university and
instructional Web sites, such as
library site, can be accessed
by’screen reader users.
Xj’GVSU has seemed to have
developed a willingness to go
beyond the minimum.” Denton
said, who usually travels to class
by wheelchair.
She said she appreciates
the1 many improvements made
during her education here, but
still worries about some aspects
of accessibility.
One major problem this
fall, Denton said, was students
locking their bikes next to or on
the ramp in front of the Kirkhof
Cehter’s Cook Carillon Clock
Tower entrance.
Just because there may be
a large amount of space does
not give students the right to
illegally lock up their bikes,
Denton said.
The ice cream social will
take place Thursday at 8 p.m. in
Kirkhof Center Room 142.
otman @ lanthorn jcom
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Mounting a political sign for
a presidential candidate on a
lawn or in an apartment window
are common ways to show pride
for one’s political choice in an
election.
Perhaps an even more
powerful display that can be
seen on Grand Valley State
University’s campus, however,
is the declarative political
T-shirts and fashion gear worn
by students.
With nine million new voters
registered for this election, many
may not know about state laws
prohibiting voters from wearing
political campaign gear to the
polls.
Michigan
law
prohibits
anyone from bringing campaign
materials within 100 feet of
polling locations. Voters are not
pemiitted to wear any political
clothing such as hats, T-shirts,
pins, tote bags or stickers to
the polling locations, and are
prohibited from bringing any
campaign literature to the site,
a Republican campaign staffer
said.
“This is a classic First
Amendment struggle over free
speech because if the First
Amendment was designed to
protect anything, it was designed
to protect free political speech,”
said Gleaves Whitney, director
of the Flauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies.
Whitney said the practice
of wearing pins, T-shirts, hats
and other forms of support for
one’s candidate to the polling
booth is traditionally known as
“electioneering.”
“The law is meant to create
(a) safe, orderly place where
you can go in peace to cast your
ballot and leave without being
harangued by anyone," Whitney
said.
Junior Leighann McAlary,
who will vote in this election, said
she believes the law contradicts
the rights of Americans.
“1 think people at the polls
should have their opinions at that
point and shouldn't be affected by
what other people are wearing,”
she said. “You are voting for a
candidate's ideas and what they
stand for, not for a T-shirt.”
Whitney noted a history of
blatant rallying at polling sites
which has caused intimidation
in the past, and while wearing

politicalclothing is not considered
active electioneering like rallying
is, it is passive electioneering,
since seeing others with political
clothing can be persuasive.
Another way Americans are
being persuaded is by viewing
photographs of celebrities who
are sporting T-shirts in support of
their candidates. McAlary noted
celebrity fashion has a large
influence on Americans.
“1 think it definitely sways
people,” she said. "When a
celebrity is wearing political gear,
it becomes a fashion statement,
and people may change their
vote based on what they think a
cool celebrity is doing.”
Whitney agreed fashion is
greatly influential, which is why
political fashion is not permitted
at voting locations.
‘T-shirts are a very powerful
form of communication and
that’s why people want to be able
to wear their statement to polling
places,” he said.
Candy K raker, Allendale
Township Clerk, said voters
who wear any political clothing
will be asked to remove it, put
a sweatshirt on to cover it up or
leave the polling location and
return once they have changed
their shirt.
Students who wish to sport
their political fashions are
welcome to wear the items before
or after voting, but not during.
"Don’t do anything that would
diminish your ability to express
your power in the polling booth,”
Whitney said. “When in doubt,
keep that button at home — after
you vote, put it back on and wear
it (the) rest of the day.”
lakerlife@ lanthorn rom

Courtesy Photo / www.ourchurth.com

Election fashion: Some GVSU
students wear McCain T-shirts in
support of the Republican Party

Courtesy Photo / www flickr com

T-support: GVSU students wear Election 2008 T-shirts around campus in support
of their candidate of choice. Such apparel is prohibited from Michigan polls

GVL Archive / Tony Lopez

Career moves: The West Michigan Career Connections Fair took place at DeVos Place in a past semester. The fair gives
students and others a chance to connect with employers and representatives of companies in the state and across the country.

Careerfest to feature
150 plus employers
Gorham, assistant director in Career
Services who is also helping to
ccxirdinate the event.
With graduation as a pending
Students work toward a goal
date in students' agendas, many for their future careers, and the fair
are left wondering, what is the next is a gtxxl opportunity for them to
step?
share their interests with potential
Grand Valley State University’s employers, Gorham added. It is
annual fall Careerfest on Tuesday also important for the student to
is a major event for students include “a face with a name,”
who may be stressing about their he said, adding employers sift
future careers and employment through resumes but are more apt
opportunities.
to remember the applicant they
“With more than 1.000 students connected with face-to-face.
in attendance last year, this event
“I am planning on attending
was
a
great
to check on
success,”
said
and better my
‘‘Students
should
Latoria Thomaspossibilities
make the step to
Lee,
assistant
for finding an
director helping
attend the fair because
internship,”
to
coordinate
saidjuniorJulie
in
this
economy,
Careerfest
Vanderzwagg.
unique passion for
through the Career
Careerfest
Services Office.
will be held
work is essential.”
She
said
from 2 to 6
she hopes this
p.m. in the
BREEANN GORHAM
year will also
DeVos Place
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR IN
be
beneficial
Convention
CAREER SERVICES
to students and
Center, where
employers.
more
than
Undergraduate and graduate 150 employers will be available
students from GVSU and other to talk with students about future
schools around the area are possibilities. There is a complete
encouraged to attend.
list of employers attending the
Students from a wide variety fair on the Career Services Web
of majors including business, site. There will be representatives
communications, criminal justice, from Spartan stores, Amway, Mill
engineering and the physical Steel, Hope Network, American
sciences have the opportunity to Diabetes Association, Pine Rest
network for internships or jobs, and Spectrum Health as well as
Thomas-L.ee said.
many others, Gorham said.
“It is a gtxxl chance for students
“It is important to research
to articulate their particular career companies you are most interested
interests and why they are interested in," said Sarah Lucas, graduate
in their field of study,” said Breeann assistant in Career Services.

By Brittney Mestdagh
GVl. Staff Writer

This way the student will have
an idea what the representatives are
looking for and how the student
can fill the need, she added.
The
attending
employers
are local representatives from
companies with branches in
Michigan. Each offers employment
opportunities in Michigan as well
as opportunities in other branches
nationwide.
Students are encouraged to
“dress to impress" and bring
enough copies of their resumes for
companies to which they plan to
apply.
Careers services is offering
cram sessions today from rnxm
to I p.m. and 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
These workshops assist students
in structuring a solid resume and
knowing what to expect at the fair.
Lucas said.
However, attending the fair is
just the first step. Students should
follow-up with employers after the
fair.
Employers may decide to call
back and schedule an interview,
Gorham said. Some employers will
also do on-campus interviews in
weeks following the fair.
As an extra incentive to attend,
students can fill out an evaluation
and enter to win a 32-inch, flatpanel television donated by Mill
Steel, Lucas said.
“Students should make the step
to attend the fair because in this
economy, unique passion for work
is essential in addition to skills and
experience,” Gorham said.
bmestdagh @ lanthorn root

Catholics celebrate All Saints’ Day on heels of Halloween
holy people, too, said Don Andrie,
associate pastor of Saint Luke’s
University Parish at GVSU.
Halloween celebrations take
“Saints are not just examples,”
place once per year, and for some, Andrie said. “They arc truly living
the holiday is followed by a in Christ. Just like we talk to friends,
celebration of faith.
we can talk to saints and ask them
The Catholic youth group at to pray for us.”
Grand Valley State University had
Pope Boniface IV came up with
an All Saints' Day Party Thursday the idea for All Saint’s Day in 609
in the Cook-DeWitt Center, and A.D. to honor the holy and the
played
games
martyrs.
such as Christian
“It is a day to
At the time,
Catch
Phrase
villages paid
remember
the
and Lives of the
tribute to kx:al
Sains
Trivia.
incredible examples
saints, so only
With Halloween
a few saints
of those who
looming, treats
were known
honor Christ and
included candy,
throughout
cookies and cider.
to encourage us
the universal
One
day
church, Andrie
to do so.”
after Halloween.
said. Rather
Catholics
DON ANDRIE
than recognize
celebrate the feast
ASSOCIATE PASTOR AT
them in a
of All Saints. The
SAINT LUKE'S UNIVERSITY
piecemeal
feast remembers
PARISH
fashion,
those who lived
the
church
holy lives or died rather than deny instituted a day to honor all the
Christ.
saints.
Saints are people Catholics
“It is a day to remember the
believe share a full life with God incredible examples of those who
in heaven. At first, only martyrs honor Christ and to cnctxirage us to
achieved the status of sainthood - do so," Andrie added.
however, once the Romans were
Pope Gregory IX moved All
no longer killing Christians, the Saints’ Day to its current date and
definition widened to include other gave the holiday its name, Andrie

By Susie Skowronek
GVl. Staff Writer

said.
All Saints' Day and All Souls’
Day come back-to-back in the
church calendar, both near the
Celtic harvest festival. Andrie said.
Because of this, some traditions
have overlapped like pumpkins and
trick-or-treating.
Because on this night the veil
between lifeanddeath thins.ghostly
ideas about the saints seep into
people’s thoughts and superstitions
arise, Andrie added. These things
have gotten out of hand, he said.
Sophomore Rachel DeWitt
said she does not believe it is a
contradiction for Catholics to
celebrate both All Saints’ Day and to
practice a commercial Halloween.
“I’d feel like it’s the whole Harry
Potter Lxx)k debate all over again,"
she said. “Just because Catholics
are reading the txxiks doesn't
mean that they are going to start
practicing magic or even believing
in magic as a real thing at all.”
DeWitt said she believes the
Halloween debate is similar.
“All it is these days is a chance
for kids to dress up and get some
free candy from their neighbors,”
she said. "It doesn’t have any
deeper significance than that.”
However, unlike Halloween,
All Saints' Day does have greater
significance, she said.

She said the celebration
gives Catholics an opportunity
to celebrate the known saints of
the world as well as those who
do not always get recognition.
Additionally, it gives people an
opportunity to leam about saints
they did not know about before.
“At this time, those outside the

Christian community can leam
that contrary to popular belief.
Catholics do not pray to saints,”
DeWitt said. “'Hiey can leam that
we pray with the saints to intercede
in our lives.”
sskowronek@ lanthorn jcom

GVlI Matt La Vert

Safe Halloween: Laker Village residents sit on their front porch and hand out
candy to trick-or-treaters on Halloween The Catholic feast of All Saints', or All
Saints' Day, is traditionally celebrated the day after Halloween.
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Grand Valley State University celebrated Halloween across campus Friday with Laker Late Night thrills and chills, haunted halls and trick-or-treating. Blood coated
the halls and occupants of Stafford/Swanson Living Centers, this year’s haunted hall, as doctors, patients and Civil War ghosts frightened those who dared enter
the abandoned hospital built on a Civil War graveyard. On the opposite side of campus, costume-clad students carved pumpkins, sipped cider and danced to the
"Monster Mash” at the Laker Late Night Halloween party in the Kirkhof Center. And in Laker Village, local children trick-or-treated with GVSU residents.
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With the NCAA Division II
playoffs on the horizon it will
be discipline and preparation,
not talent, that separates this
Laker football team from its
opponents.
Southern schools, including
Northwest Missouri State, Delta
State (Miss.), North Alabama
and Abilene Christian (Texas)
are just as talented, if not more
so, than the Lakers. What
differentiates a team like Grand
Valley State University is not
something you can measure
on the football field or in box
scores.
No coaches work harder
than those at GVSU. No
coordinators take it more
personally when the offense or
defense does not do its job. And
certainly no coach gets as little
sleep as Chuck Martin.
It deserves to be mentioned
the Lakers continue to put up
points under the watch of a
first-year offensive coordinator
in Eric Koehler.
Inversely, defensive
coordinator Matt Mitchell, save
for the Ashland game, has been
keeping points off the board,
and he has been doing so with
a younger, less experienced
group.
All the time and dedication
has yet to pay off as far as
championship hardware, but
the coaches’ investment has
resulted in one of the smartest
and most prepared teams you
might ever see.
No team in the GL1AC has
turned the ball over less, and
no team in the nation is more
efficient than GVSU.
And though learning the
GVSU offense and all its
complexities and understanding
the amount of responsibility
it takes to be a defender is
daunting, the game plan is far
simpler and more devastating to
opponents.
It all starts with a three-andout forced by the defense, a
punt return from the national
leader in punt returning and a
short field for the offense to
work with.
Before opponents have even
begun to settle into the game it
is already out of reach and the
second quarter just started.
The Lakers do not come out
flat. Home or away it doesn’t
take more than a couple of
drives to get settled on offense
or defense. Chuck Martin and
staff have the team prepared to
be successful, and more often
than not, the players match
their coaches preparation with
precision and execution on the
field.
That is why the Lakers have
scored a G LI AC-record 164
first quarter points and average
more than 30 points in the first
half, all before the marching
band even takes the field.
For loving the game of
football, it certainly seems like
Martin never wants to be on the
field.
Three times this season,
reserves have replaced starters
in the second quarter, and he
will tell you at that point he is
the first to get the show over
and back on the road.
Everything seems to be
clicking for the team.
Granted, the coaches will
always see an area that needs
improvement, but for all intents
and purposes these Lakers
are every bit as explosive as
previous teams.
At the beginning of this
season Martin did not know
what to expect. He knew he had
a good team with the potential
to be a great team.
Week in and week out it
would appear this team is
heading toward the latter rather
than the former.

sports® lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / Judy Glide

Knock-out: Freshman Zach Breen knocks the ball out of a receiving Northern Michigan player's grasp during Saturday's game in Marquette, Mich GVSU defeated Northern 45-14

Lakers nab fourth GLIAC title
Clinching 45-14 win against Northern, Lakers win fourth consecutive GLIAC championship
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Sports Editor

Chuck Martin did not want to be
in Marquette, Mich, longer than he
needed to be.
Grand Valley State University
scored on each of its first four
possessions to jump out to a 28-0
first-quarter lead before running
away with a 45-14 victory over
Northern Michigan University on
Saturday.
“We talked about getting on
(Northern) early, getting on top and
getting out,” the GVSU head coach
said.
With the win, the Lakers clinched
the GLIAC championship for th<*
fourth consecutive year — a school
record.
The No. I Lakers (9-0, 9-0) have
been all over opponents early all
season,scoring a GLIAC record 164
first-quarter points.
“We jumped out to a 28-0 lead
right away and got our starters
out,” Martin said. “It wasn’t very
difficult. (Northern Michigan) was

"We came out strong and fast and
struggling.”
The Lakers, who under Martin's we executed,” Iciek said. “We took
watch have not played their best advantage of the look they gave us,
defense in the Superior Dome, were which was the same look we’ve
been practicing all week.”
superior to the Wildcat offense.
Junior slotback
GVSU executed well
Blake
Smolen led all
on defense, holding
“We talked
receivers with 133
the wildcats to just 61
yards, including a
yards of total offense
about getting on
50-yard connection
in the first half.
(Northern) early,
on the Lakers first
As a defense, the
Lakers
had
seven
play on offense.
getting on top and
Both
junior
quarterback sacks and
getting out.”
P.T.
Gates
and
10 tackles-for-a-loss.
sophomore Justin
One of those sacks
Sherrod paced the
came
from
senior
CHUCK MARTIN
running game for
defensive lineman Dan
GVSU HEAD COACH
GVSU. Each player
Skuta, who surpassed
fhn for more than
Mike MtfFadden as the
- 100
yards.
Hor
school’s career sack
Gates it was the first time as a Laker
leader with 31.5.
Freshman transfer Enrique Shaw to eclipse the century mark while
and senior Denzel Hinton led the Sherrod, a reserve, ran for a career
Lakers with five tackles each.
high 117 yards.
This Saturday the Lakers will
Before being pulled midway
through the second quarter, junior face off against 8-2 Wayne State
quarterback Brad Iciek already University. And though it may seem
completed 12-of-14 passes for 266 like a formality, Iciek said the team
is not looking past the Warriors.
yards and three touchdowns.

Courtesy Photo / Judy Glide

Tight grip: Brad Howard takes down
Northern opponent during the football gar(ie
on Saturday GVSU defeated Northern 45-T4

“The last couple of weeks we ve
all been on the same page,” he said.
“We just have one more game to
take care of.”
sports @ lanthorn .com

See more: Go to the
Football recap on B2

Just perfect, soccer season triumphs
Women’s soccer team finishes regular season undefeated 19-0, 14-0 for second straight year
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Senior Reporter

It was all smiles on Saturday for
the women's soccer team as it capped
off its second straight undefeated
regular season.
On a day dedicated to the seniors,
the No. I ranked Lakers (19-0, 14-0)
managed to put their emotions aside
and picked up a 3-0 win over Ferris
State University.
“We wanted to end the regular
season undefeated and being senior
day makes it that much more
important,” said senior forward Katy
Tafler. “We've played four great years
here. It just makes it that much better
that we came out with the win.”
Head coach Dave Dilanni said the
eight seniors did not play very well at
the beginning of the game, which he
attributes to the players' thoughts

GVl / lindsty Waggoner

Body block: GVSU defender No 21 Elena
Sobolic fights with Ferris midfielder No 12
Maegan Smith for the ball at Saturday's game in
Allendale, Mich GVSU won 3-0 and took their
regular season to an undefeated 19-0, 14-0
Saturday was also senior day for the team

about the past four years and how
their time was coming to an end.
“Sometimes with the senior day
they are very emotional and the last
thing they are thinking about once
they get (on the field) is the game,”
he said.
Senior forward Ashley Elsass,
who along with Tafler has played in
more games than any other player in
Grand Valley State University history,
echoed her coach’s thoughts.
“In the first half we were a little
nervous because we were uptight
about it being our last regular season
game and senior day,” she said. “It
was really emotional.”
However, the sadness quickly
turned to happiness in the second half
when just 33 seconds into the half,
senior forward Joyce Rose headed
in a feed from another senior, Elena
Sobolic.
Sophomore Jaleen Dingledine and
GVl Lindsey Waggoner
senior Ashley Elsass added insurance Safe catch: GVSU goalkeeper Kristina Nasturzio protects the ball from an oncoming Ferris player
goals in the victory, both assisted by while defender Amber Bloem keeps an eye out Nasturzio kept the ball out of her goal all game
Saturday, helping the Lakers to a 3-0 victory and an undefeated regular season
Tafler.
With four saves in the match,
senior goalkeeper Kristina Nasturzio graduates,” he said. “You don’t get to start postseason play, and even
recorded her 12th shutout of the an idea of how special that group is though going undefeated was nice,
until you look at that it was more important the team was
season. Nasturzio’s
tested by other teams.
goals-against
record.”
“They came in as
“We had to dig deep and pull out
But Dilanni said
average in her four
girls and now they're
the record and wins a lot of games,” she said. “It didn't
years with the Lakers
are not as special come easy.”
is the second best in
women. That's the
The Lakers will host the GLIAC
as how much the
Division II history.
most special part.
players have grown tournament but received a bye in the
During their four
in their past four first round for being the No. I seed.
year career, the 2008
Everything else is just
The team will play in the second
years at GVSU.
senior class of eight
icing on the cake.”
“They came in round semifinal game on Friday at
players has compiled
as girls and now 2:30 p.m.
a 78-6-2 record while
they’re
women,”
outscoring opponents
DAVE DIIANNI
mkuzawa® lanthorn .com
he said. “That’s the
317-34.
GVSU HEAD COACH
most special part.
Dilanni said this
See more: Visit
Everything else is
senior class has had
just icing on the
an
unbelievable
Lanthorn.com fora
cake.”
career.
Now that the regular season is
“Every year we seem to have an
soccer video
even more special senior class that over, Tafler said the team is excited
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Football recap
GRAND VALLEY ST. 45, NORTHERN MICHIGAN 14
Grand Valley St. (9-0,9-0)
Northern Mich. (2-7,2-7)

28 10 0 7 - 45
0 0 7 7 - 14

First Quarter
GV — James Berezik I run
(Todd Carter kick), 9:26.
GV — Berezik 22 pass
from Brad Iciek
(Carter kick), 8:18.
GV — Jonn Mathews 2
pass from Iciek
(Carter kick), 6:20.
GV — Marquel Neasman 6
run (Carter kick), 0:15.
GVL Archive / Katie Mitchell
Defensive play: Sophomore Eric Beaupre comes full force at the William Paterson University defense in a past hockey match at
Georgetown Ice Arena The men s team lost to MSU 6-2 Friday, but beat Western 7-4 Saturday

Hockey splits weekend pair:
MSU loss, Western win
;

By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Staff Writer

I
• The men’s hockey team got off to
a slow start this weekend, dropping
a 6-2 decision to Michigan State
University on Friday night.
L Grand Valley State University
'Surrendered four first-period goals
4nd never recovered.
| “We came out unprepared and
took Michigan State too lightly,”
said junior goaltender Grant Lyon.
“It was not a good team effort at
all, but we realized that we need
to take it one game at a time. This
loss affects our ranking, but we
Know we have to come out more
prepared."
| GVSU head coach Denny
McLean
switched
his
top
goaltender, Lyon, with sophomore
Josh La Vigne.
• “It just wasn’t (Lyon’s) night,”
McLean said. “I felt that with the
bad start he had, I had to make the
Switch.”
‘ McLean also said when playing
against a team like MSU, you have
to respect their talent.
“Michigan State’s a very good

hockey club ” he said. “They have
talented players and they really
showed up in this game.”
Despite
the
disappointing
performance, the leakers were able
to bounce back Saturday aftermxm
by defeating Western Michigan
University 7-4.
McLean was happy with the
way the team rebounded from the
previous night.
“Everybody was able to rally,”
he said. “Everybody talked, and
we were able to bring more energy
than we did Friday night. When
things are going good, it is a lot
easier, and we don't have to put too
much effort into things as we tend
to do sometimes"
The game was back and forth
throughout with the Lakers jumping
out to a 3-1 lead and the Broncos
coming hack 4-3 entering the third
period.
The Lakers were able to come
out with energy in the third period
regaining the lead 5-4, and never
looked back.
“We jumped all over it in the
third peritxl.” La Vigne said, who
started in net for the Lakers. “We

needed a win out of this and it
was important to come out with
eneigy.”
McLean said his team’s
enthusiasm was high against the
Broncos.
“Everybody got up and was
excited for the game,” he said.
“ Ihey just went out there and had
fun. I am very proud of the way
they worked out there.”
The leakers were able to control
the rest of the game, but suffered a
key setback.
With four minutes left to go. La
Vigne injured his hamstring and
was taken out of the game.
“It was unfortunate to see him
go down with the injury because
he played very well for us this
weekend." McLean said
La Vigne will likely be out for a
couple weeks.
McLean said the team needs to
be more disciplined in order to get
better.
“If we discipline ourselves and
start playing within ourselves, we
should he in good position," he
said.

Second Quarter
GV — Scott Blasko 18 pass
from Iciek
(Carter kick), 5:52.
GV — Carter 39 field goal

Third Quarter

Courtesy Photo / Bradley Manor

NM — Luke Carlson 15
pass from Carter Kopach
(Jon Laue kick), 3:42

Breaking through: GVSU quarterback Marquel Neasman runs through Northern
Michigan's defense GVSU defeated Northern 45-14 in Saturday’s game

Fourth Quarter
NM — Kyle Senn 33
pass from Vincent Church
(Anthony Leandri kick),
3:40
GV — P.T. Gates 14 run
(Carter kick), 1:27.

STATISTICS/LEADERS
RUSHING - Grand Valley St. 39-256
(Justin Sherrod 10-117). Northern Michigan
30-78 (B.VanEffen 8-84).
PASSING - Grand Valley St. 17-22-0-299
(Iciek 12-14-0-266). Northern Michigan
14-23-0-196 (Kopach 12-20-0-159).

GLIAC
round up

RECEIVING - Grand Valley St.,
Blake Smolen 3-133.
Northern Michigan, Carlson 6-112.

Ashland 44,
Indianapolis 37
Saginaw Valley St. 17,
Findlay 9
Wayne State 42,
Northwood 21
Michigan Tech. 32,
Tiffin 28
Hillsdale 34, Ferris St. 14

DEFENSE - Grand Valley St.,
Denzel Hinton, Enrique Shaw (5 tackles each).
Northern Michigan, Nathan Yelk (11 tackles).

jgreenleaf® lanthorn jcom
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A SHORTEST Walking Distance
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TO WORK FOR THE NEWSPAPER
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* PRIVATE Shuttle for Convenience
HR

* TWO Rapid Stops At Complex
A FURNISHED is an Option
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Our Brand New Community Center!

IS CURRENTLY HIRING

Full Court Basketball Gym - Free Tanning - Aerobics

Cartoonist
News Writers
A&E Writers

Fitness Room - Lounge- Theater - Game Room (Pool Table)

ALL POSITIONS ARE PAID. INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE.
For an application please visit our office in Lower Kirkhof Room 0051
Office Number: (616) 331-2460

Private Studies - Lounge with Common Ground Coffee Bar
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LAKER FOOTBALL!
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Volleyball poised for
postseason play, golden hopes
Kenneth
Cotto

GVL / Andrew Mills

Down low: GVSU junior Katey Crichton goes down for a dig during Friday’s home match against Saginaw Valley State
University. The Lakers defeated Saginaw 3-0 and now have a 29-match home winning streak with two games left in the season.

Volleyball ties longest
home-win streak
Laker women sweep weekend matches against SVSU, LSSU;
tie longest home-winning streak with 30 consecutive wins
make sure they keep playing great
at home so teams will know if they
come to Allendale, they will face
Grand Valley State University the Lakers at their best.
swept Saginaw Valley State and
Senior Jamie Ashmore, who
Lake Superior State universities had 30 assists and three kills
3-0 at home during the weekend against LSSU, said she feels great
to tie two of the program's all-time about her history-making team.
records.
“It’s nice to be a part of that,”
The leakers tied their longest
she said. “It’s in
home-winning
the record books
streak of 30
fora long time.”
“It's
nice
to
be
a
part
consecutive wins,
The Lakers
with their last
of (a history-making
look forward to
loss on Oct. 7,
breaking
their
team). It's in the
2006 to Hillsdale
consecutive
College.
record books for a
winning streak
GVSU also
record, but have
long
time.”
tied its longest
to go through
winning streak
Michigan
of 22 consecutive
JAMIE ASHMORE
Technological
games.
The
GVSU SENIOR
University
on
Lakers
have
Friday and a
not lost since
much
tougher
dropping a 3-2
Northern Michigan University the
decision to Augustana College on next day to do so. Northern poses
Sept. 5.
a big threat to their winning streak
Accomplishing such a feat is as they beat the Lakers last season
GVl / Andrew Mills
something of which GVSU head and took the leakers to a very
Jump spike: GVSU sophomore
coach Deanne Scanlon is proud.
competitive five sets in a match Rebeccah Rapin spikes the ball during
“It’s what you work for,” she earlier this season in Allendale.
Friday's home match against Saginaw
said. “It’s not any easy thing to
"They are both good teams,” Valley State University, a 3-0 Laker win.
come in every night and take Reber said. “Usually when we
everybody’s best and come out on go up there they play us really home court.
“We want to host regionals and
the winning end of it.”
tough.”
we want to keep this streak going.”
Although the game against
The team is now looking to
LSSU ended the way Scanlon best their own record and keep Ashmore said.
kcotto® lanthorn .com
wanted, she could not say the same tournament competition on their
about the beginning of the match.
The team committed eight service
errors in the first set alone causing
Scanlon to call a time-out. Only
instead of talking, she made the
.4
•Ethics in /.'.axv Enjorcement
team run baseline to baseline five
times in front of the home crowd.
Thursday,
She wanted to send a message
to her girls,
Nov 6 Mi
DeVos138 E
"It was to get a point across
7:30 P.M.
that it’s not acceptable,” she said.
“I didn’t know what else to do."
The message worked as the
leakers did not commit another
Ckn’fffVeaf <Xpssott>
service error that set.
*F£at
'Fh'tGcr (JJojwrt merit
With the win. the Inkers have
earned the right to host the first
round of the GLIAC tournament,
and if they continue to win. they
will be hosts of the regional
tournament as well.
Senior l.aunen Reber put up
five kills and nine digs in her last
regular season home game as a
leaker. She said the team is making
Nov. Hours
sure they keep their home-winning
8am - 6pm
streak alive.
“Irately, every practice we have
THE BEST TASTING
been working on having a lot of
Homegrown
Apples
intensity especially playing on our
home court," she said.
At Great Prices
Reber added now the team
SAVE 10%
has clinched home court for the
w/ College I.D.
Open Until Mid-November
GLIAC tournament, they want to

By Kenneth Cotto

The volleyball team has
a golden opportunity to win
another national championship
this season.
After Grand Valley State
University tied its all-time
record of 30-straight home
wins, GVSU has no one to
fear but itself. After easily
defeating regional opponents in
the GLIAC/GLVC Crossover
Tournament, the Lakers are
pretty much a shoe-in to host
regionals.
And if they do, I wouldn’t
want to be the other teams.
The Lakers just get better
w ith every game and are
unstoppable when they are
focused. And as long as they
keep the same intensity going,
I don’t see how the Lakers
could end this season without a
national title.
But, let’s face it, GVSU
doesn’t exactly lose sleep
worrying about the regular
season. It is all about what
happens in the postseason.
Since their 2(X)5 national
championship, the Lakers have
gotten closer and closer to
raising another trophy, but have
fallen short in the postseason.
In 2(X)6 they lost in the
regionals and in 2(X)7 made it
all the way to the NCAA Elite
Eight before being eliminated.
This season is their chance to
go all the way before they lose
some very important seniors.
I am talking about Lauren
Reber, Jamie Ashmore,
Danielle Alexander and Megan
Walling, who are the last four
people to be a part of that 2(X)5
championship run. You can
see the hunger in their eyes
when these girls step on the
court. They tasted the flavor of

championship status and are
not ready to end this season
without getting seconds. They
will be the X-factors when the
postseason comes around.
So the pressure is on them.
But it is pressure they can
handle.
With the success this season,
I don’t think GVSU and head
coach Deanne Scanlon will
be satisfied unless they win
another championship. The
fans desire nothing less as well.
But by now, they are used to
having the spotlight on them,
much like the football or soccer
team.
And when you are in the
spotlight, teams are waiting
for you to mess up. They are

studying you, trying to find
your vulnerabilities. When you
are on top, everybody wants to
steal your spot.
GVSU has to be virtually
perfect in the postseason.
They cannot repeat their past
mistakes — like committing
eight serving errors in one
set, as they did against Lake
!
Superior State. They cannot
be leading 2-0 and let a team
)
come back to take it to five
sets, like they did against
Michigan Tech.
If the Lakers remain focused 1
and play smart volleyball, they „
will see this golden opportunity"
transform into a golden
championship trophy.

kcotto® lanthorn .com

GVl / Andrew Mills

Power hit: GVSU senior Lauren Reber bumps the ball during Friday's home

,,

game against Saginaw Valley State University. The team is undefeated in regular
season play and is fighting for a second national championship in the postseason. '•

GVl. Staff Writer

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASS
invites you and a guest to a
~~ special advance screening.
Danny and Wheeler were just sentenced to 150 hours mentoring kids.
Worst idea ever.
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They’re about to get more than they plea-bargained for.

The first 50 people to stop by the The Grand Valley Lanthorn office
on Monday, November 3 will receive a complimentary pass for you and a
guest to the special advance screening. The screening will be on
Thursday, November 6 at the AMC Star Southfield at 7:00PM.
I

The Grand Valley Lanthorn is located at 0051 Kirkof Center at Grand Valley State University.
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Lakers treated at Halloween meet
Calvin College offers minimal competition at Halloween swimming, diving meet; GVSU teams compete against themselves instead
the leader; expected to win,”
Betts said. “Hopefully we'll
have a couple people come
Friday’s dual meet against along and push me.”
Diving coach Josh DeVries
Calvin College was a treat for
Grand Valley State University’s said he is proud of his team,
and believes they will do great
swimming and diving teams.
The Halloween meet was things in the coming year.
“I’m looking forward to
such a one-sided affair the
almost all of
teams stopped
them, if not
keeping
“I'm kind of expected
all of them,
score
with
q u a Iifyin g
several events
to be the leader;
f
o
r
remaining.
expected to win.
nationals,”
“Our
big
DeVries said.
focus for the
Hopefully we'll have
“I couldn’t
fall
semester
ask for a
is the Wheaton
a couple people come
better pack
Invitational,’’
along and push me.”
of divers.”
said
GVSU
Betts
head
coach
has already
Andy
Boyce.
EVAN BETTS
posted
a
“The dual meets
GVSU JUNIOR
qualifying
build
us up
score
in
towards that.”
both of the
The
stars
men’s diving
of
the
day
were divers Evan Betts and events, just as Verbrugge
Karen Verbrugge, who each has qualified in both for the
swept their respective I-meter women.
“It takes a lot of pressure
and
3-meter
springboard
off,” Verbrugge said.
competitions.
Verbrugge will use that
“I’m kind of expected to be

By Grant Wieman
GVL Staff Writer

freedom to work on new
dives in competition in hopes
of adding to her degree of
difficulty before nationals.
Dives are first judged on
execution, and then multiplied
by the degree of difficulty.
Verbrugge hopes to have all her
dives reach a 2.5 in difficulty.
Because the competition
Calvin provided was not
enough to challenge GVSU,
the swimmers spent the event
competing against themselves
for times.
This made it easier for the
athletes to get motivated for
the holiday event.
"They’re all fighting for
spots,” Boyce said.
Fierce
intra-squad
competition has helped the
team excel early in the season,
Boyce said.
The Lakers will compete in
their first road meet Saturday
when the team travels to
Ashland
University.
The
Eagles have out-swum the
Lakers the past two years.

K wieman@lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / Doug Wit
Another victory: GVSU women's swimming and diving won 15 events Friday and went on to claim a 170 5-118.5 victory ov<
Calvin College. The Laker swimming and diving teams are now preparing to face Ashland University on Saturday
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Crazy lead: GVSU men's swimming won an 189-88 victory over Calvin College Friday at a home meet where the Lakers won all 16 events.

Bears take Lions seriously
By Andrew Seligman
AP Sports Writer

CHICAGO (AP) — No matter
how ugly their opponent’s record
is, the Chicago Bears insist they
can’t take this week off, too.
Defensive end Alex Brown even
called the Lions “a good team”
that has been victimized by “some
mistakes” and warned against a
letdown. He cited their 12-10 loss
to Minnesota on Oct. 12 and the
Bears' 48-41 win over the Vikings
the following week as proof that
“we’ve got to come ready to play.”
“If we expect it to be like last
time, we won’t win,” Brown said.
“Last time” was a 34-7 romp for
the Bears at Ford Field on Oct. 5,
but the Lions have a different look
now.
Receiver Roy Williams got
traded to Dallas, leaving Calvin
Johnson as the lone big threat.
Quarterback Jon Kitna left the
Chicago game with a season-ending
back injury, ami his replacement,
Dan Orlovsky, became a YouTube
favorite the following week in the
loss at Minnesota when he stepped
out of the end zone on a rollout.
No wonder the Lions worked
out Daunte Culpepper this week.
They’re starving for wins after
close calls the past three games.
The Lions’ offense ranks 29th
overall and the defense dead last,
but while other coaches might be
reaching for tissues, Detroit's Rod
Marinelli insisted he has no trouble
remaining upbeat.
“We’ve got great players here
in terms of attitude — they are
unbelievable," he said. “I wish
you could feel the spirit and the
energy here, it’s awesome. It’s on
us as coaches to create that, and

I don't know if I have ever been
as challenged or as excited about
every week that starts because of
who you are working with and a
bunch of guys who are just alive
and wanting to get better.”
There certainly is room to
improve.
In six of the Lions’ seven losses,
the opposing quarterback had a
career-high passer rating. That
includes Chicago’s Kyle Orton,
who had a 121.4 mark while
completing 24 of 34 passes for a
career-high 334 yards.
Or, as linebacker Brian Urlacher
put it: “He picked them apart, you
know.”
Orton had already sent signals
that the jittery rookie who filled in
for the injured Rex Grossman most
of the 2005 season had matured.
He passed for 268 yards in a
loss to Tampa Bay, then had 199
and three touchdowns in a win over
Philadelphia before breaking out
against Detroit. He followed that
by throwing for 286 yards in a loss
at Atlanta and 283 in the win over
Minnesota two weeks ago.
Orton has 10 touchdowns and
four interceptions, including five
scoring strikes and no picks in the
past three games.
“Boy, he is exact, he seems to
have complete command of that
offense at the line of scrimmage,”
Marinelli said. “He’s got a nice
arm. He’s got a nice way to avoid
pressure. He’s got a nice pocket
presence, he’s stepping up, moving
around and he’s tough to get to.
There is no doubt about that, he is
playing at a very high level."
Urlacher called him “a stud"
and said he’s “in the upper echelon
of quarterbacks right now in the

NFL the way he’s playing.”
Nathan Vasher has not played
since Sept. 28 because of a right
wrist injury that required pins
to be surgically inserted, and
Charles Tillman (left shoulder)
missed the Minnesota game, as
did nickel back Danieal Manning
(hamstring). While the starting
comerbacks practiced Thursday
without
limitations. Manning
participated on a limited basis. So
did linebacker Hunter Hillenmeyer,
who had surgery on his right thumb
last week.
The Bears defeated the Lions
27-23 in Sunday’s game.

AP Photo / Nam Y. Huh
Body slam: Chicago Bears quarterback
Kyle Orton is tackled by Detroit Lions’
Cory Redding during the second quarter
of their NFL football game at Soldier
Field in Chicago, Sunday Orton was
injured on the play and left the game
The Bears won 27-23.
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Must-see political films through the years
Ryan
Copping
<AI Staff Writer

"October: Ten Days
That Shook the World"
(1927, directed by Sergei
Eisenstein)
Intended to commemorate
the IOth anniversary of the
Russian Revolution, this
movie has a truly epic scope.

As the film was funded by the
Soviet government, Eisenstein
was able to shoot in many
of the actual locations the
historical events took place.
No expense was spared and
the director, also a noted film
theorist, employed many
innovative editing techniques
that make the film a fast paced,
eye-popping experience. It is
the cinematic equivalent of
visiting Mount Rushmore if Lenin was in the rock, of
course.

"Advise and Consent" (1962,
directed by Otto Preminger)

Courtesy Photo / www moviemail-online.co.uk

"October. Ten Days That Shook the World."

Easily the best political
film of the Kennedy era,
Preminger’s classic concerns
itself with the internal political
dealings regarding a Senate
vote on a controversial
nominee for Secretary of State.
The film consists mostly of
dialogue between political
figures as they try to work the
machine to their advantage.

Although this could easily turn
boring in the hand of a lesser
director, Preminger actually
makes the material suspenseful
and nail-biting. The audience
gets the feeling of the film
showing how U.S. politics
actually work.

"All the Presidents Men"
(1976, directed by Alan J.
Pakula)
Pakula had a difficult
task ahead of him when he
adapted Bob Woodward and
Carl Bernstein’s nonfiction
book about their investigation
of the Watergate breakin while reporting for The
Washington Post. The story
was complicated and not
particularly sexy. It consisted
mainly of two reporters
interviewing endless witnesses
to the conspiracy and trying
to place pieces of the puzzle
together. Instead of going for
a standard Hollywood cop-out
and adding fictional elements,
Pakula and screenwriter
William Goldman chose to
make the film simply about
the investigation and delve
into the reporter’s (or anyone
else’s) personal life. The
end result was the rare film
consisting of all plot.

quite funny and embarrassing
for everyone. Dan Hedaya is a
standout as Richard Nixon.

"The Queen" (2006, directed
by Stephen Frears)
As an American, I had
never given a great deal
of thought to the British
monarchy before I saw this
film. But it really makes one
think about our friends across
the Atlantic. It is a fascinating
account of Queen Elizabeth
ll’s near-disastrous response to
the death of Princess

Diana in 1997. Dame Helen
Mirren won an Oscar for her
performance as the queen, who
is caught between tradition and
the modern era, where she and
the very idea of her office do
not really belong. Perhaps only
a foreigner (Frears is Irish)
could have made a picture
this telling about a political
culture, which both reveres
and despises its crown.

British monarchy: Helen Mirren plays
Queen Elizabeth II in the film "The
Queen" (2006).

rcoppiny• @ lanthorn .com

"Dick" (1999, directed by
Andrew Fleming)

Courtesy Photo / www.spockosbrain.com

Historical fiction: "All the Presidents Men" stars Robert Redford and Dustin
Hoffman. This film illustrates the investigation of the Watergate break-in.

The perfect response to
the above film, “Dick” is
a truly clever postulation
of the question: What
if Woodward and
Bernstein’s secret source 0tt° film: “Advise
courtesyPhofoT
M
had been two. not-very- best Political
0TnffSent" has been sZn” "T'Pa'*a"iy(°*
bright teenage girls?
ennedyera
as°neof the
Answer: It would have been

^rtesyPiTOtoTwwwTmpawards com

, . „nifk is a 1999 film that is a story of two
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President Richard Nixon.

‘Mr. Smith’ goes to heart; Stewart political ideal

Courtesy Photo / www.filmson-disc.com

Classic film: "Mr Smith Goes to Washington" (1939) starring Jimmy Stewart is
considered one of the best political movies of the black and white era

clear delineations between
state’s other senator (Claude
Rains), wants to make sure
right and wrong. The director
resists the temptation to make
Smith does not get in the way
any character evil and all are
of a dam. which a rich guy
multi-dimensional.
in
the
state
(Edward
Arnold)
(i\ I. Slajf W riter
I particularly liked Claude
wants built for business.
Rains' portrayal of the
But Rains does not count on
corrupt senator. Although
the naivete of Smith, who
“Mr. Smith Goes
he is involved in graft, he
has no governmental
To Washington” is
CIomLc Keotexv experience, also giving
is a good man and a decent
probably the best
legislator; he simply sees no
way to integrity. Smith
film ever made
shows he will fight
other options than to play
about the American
along and to
for what
political system,
“compromise,”
is right,
and it is one of
The film earns
as he puts it.
even
the few to not
the right to
Stewart
when
say we are all
in
the
lead
he knows
going to hell in
end the way it
must walk
the cause is
a handbasket. It
does, because it
a tightrope
hopeless.
manages to be both
and make
1 am not sure
cynical and idealistic,
gives us hope,
Mr. Smith a
anyone other than
a difficult line to tow.
believable
and its miracle
Frank Capra could
The movie stars Jimmy
hero but not a
have made this
Stewart in a star-making
is believable,
saint, and he
material work.
performance as Jefferson
succeeds. It is
No director had
even if it is
Smith, a local hero in an
hard to believe
a more optimistic
unnamed western state (I
improbable.
Stewart won
view of America
think it is supposed to be
the Oscar
than he, and few
Oregon) who is chosen by
for “The
were as realistic
the governor (Guy Kibbec)
Philadelphia Story” instead
about its flaws. Although it
as a compromise appointment
of this movie or “It’s a
has a seemingly simple idea,
to fill out the term of a U.S.
Wonderful Life.”
senator who has just died. The “Mr. Smith” is a complex
What is astonishing
film because it does not offer

to modern audiences is
how knowing this film is.
Released in 1939, the shock
is how little has changed
in Washington in 60 years.
The city’s population is still
more cynical than Friedrich
Nietzche, the press still froths
out the mouth in anticipation
of someone making a mistake
and politicians still feel the
need to “compromise” to get
anything done.
I cannot reveal the precise
ending of this movie, but in a
strange way. it reminded me
of Carl Theodore Dreyer’s
“Ordet.”
Like “Ordet,” there is a
miracle, which happens when
someone believes enough
to keep hope, even when
the cause is hopeless. The
film earns the right to end
the way it does, because it
gives us hope, and its miracle
is believable, even if it is
improbable.
As the film reminds us, lost
causes are often the only ones
worth fighting for.
rcopping@ lanthorn .com

Shakespeare Festival draws to close, awards student works
Fifteenth annual Shakespeare
Festival ends Saturday with
performances, award ceremony
By Dani Willcutt
GVLA&F. Editor
Last Saturday the 15th annual Shakespeare
Festival wrapped up in the Loosemore Auditorium
on the Pew Campus.
First in the event was Jim Bell who opened
the ceremony and announced this year's Student
Competition Awards.
Bell also took time to give a special thanks to
Grand Valley State University alumnus Randy
Brown. Brown came back to GVSU to help this
year’s Shakespeare Festival in a number of ways. He
helped to build the set of the Mainstage Production,
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream.” and also built this
year's “Bard to Go: Kissing and ( ourting set.
This year had a sparse turn out of Student
Competition submissions, relative to previous years,
Bell said. The categories with the most entries were
actually the two writing categories.
Tied for second place in the undergraduate
writing category were ( onnic Pan and Katie B(x>ms,
who entered collections of poems. Upon accepting
their awards — which came in the form of a medal,
certificate and $75 in prize money - the recipients
read a poem from each of their collections.
Pan read “Sonnet Zero,” followed by Booms’

(

I

came in the form of “Bard to Go: Kissing and
reading of “Soliloquy’s of Walking Alone.”
Shannon Lewis won the first place for her essay Courting.”
“Bard to Go” is a traveling Shakespeare show
on the villainous traits of the Duke in Shakespeare’s
which helps to bridge the gap between language and
“Measure for Measure”
The three winners in the graduate writing situations for younger crowds, showing them they
category won for their essays. Third place winner. can relate to Shakespearian situations. Bell said.
The action began with the six
Rebecca Black, stuck to the
actorsandone musician performing
strict theme of Shakespeare
Student Competition
their own styling of Cheap Trick’s
with her work entitled “We
winners:
“1 Want You to Want Me.” The
Must Leave the Killing
song set the pace for the next hour
Out .” However, second place
Shannon Lewisof entertainment by the troupe,
winner Sheridan Steelman
undergraduate writing
which would include plenty of
and first place winner Janelle
laughter and a sizeable amount of
Janelle MilesMiles based their essays on
crowd interaction. Introducing the
Thomas Kyd's “The Spanish
graduate writing
scenes to follow, the troupe asked
Tragedy.”
Danielle Krausethe question. “How far would you
Danielle Krause won
go to make someone love you?”
in the visual arts category
visual arts
A question aptly opening up to
for her painting of Queen
Jill Swarensteinthe action in “As You Like It.” the
Elizabeth. The painting
play serving as the backbone to
depicted Queen Elizabeth’s
• performance
the Shakespearian snippets which
pressure to live up to specific
were performed.
standards thrust upon her,
“It’s so much fun to do for high school students,"
Krause said.
In the performance category, Aaron Anderson said Rachel Anderson, a GVSU English professor
came in second place for his performance based on who also serves as the producer and dramaturg for
Richard III. In first place was Jill Swarenstcin. who “Bard to Go.”
This year's Shakespeare Festival may be over,
performed a dance inspired by “Romeo and Juliet.”
Each first place winner was awarded a medal, but those involved are anticipating a great season
$I(X) and their name on a plaque, which is continued in 2009 as it will be the Festival's “Sweet 16." In
commemoration of the Sweet 16. the Mainstage
every year.
Once the awards had been handed out. Bell play will be “Romeo and Juliet.” There will also be a
introduced the afternoon's entertainment, which conference for teachers throughout the area in which

the focus will be on teaching “Romeo and Juliet” in
the classroom. Bell said.
arts® lanthorn x’om
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Traveling Shakespeare: Lauren Harrison acts as Lady
Macbeth from "Macbeth" during her performance of "The
•'
Charms Wound Up Magic in the Making" last year "Bard to Z’
Go" is a production put on by GVSU students in which they

•-

travel to different schools performing works of Shakespeare
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Emmy winner Tyson narrates
'Up From the Bottoms'
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Senior Reporter

Cicely Tyson, an Emmy Award-winning actress,
narrated a Grand Valley State University-sponsored
documentary “Up From the Bottoms: African
American Migration to Muskegon, Michigan.”
The documentary explores the struggles of
people from the South who came to Muskegon for
industrial jobs and settled in two areas - Muskegon
Heights and an area north of downtown Muskegon
referred to as “the Bottoms."
Tyson came to Grand Rapids on Oct. 22 to
record narration.
“Up From the Bottoms” is being produced and
directed by Jim Schaub, an adjunct professor in the
School of Communications, and his brother Rod
Schaub. both of Clear Vision Films.
Jim said when he first heard about the idea of
the film he thought it was interesting, and after
researching and talking to people he realized how
much it needed to be made.
“It tells a story that even though the focus is on
Muskegon, it was repeated all across the country.”
he said. “Muskegon wasn't the only place people
migrated to for jobs. It's a universal story."
He added the community appreciates them
taking on the topic, which motivated them to make
the film even more.
"It’s an exciting project because they were
taking something from the ground level, gradually
gaining momentum and getting bigger and bigger."
said Andy Fortenbacher, who did lighting and
interviews for the film.
He added Jesse Jackson was among those
interviewed.
Work on the film turned out to be an educational
experience for the crew.
Schaub, who grew up in Muskegon, said he
learned a lot while working on the film.
“I didn't know hardly any of the stories that
we've heard (while filming),” he said.
Kendra Fortenberry, a GVSU student who
photographed behind-the-scenes production and
the people interviewed, said the overall concept of
the film taught her something.
“It put in perspective the experiences of
African-Americans in the Midwest,” she said.
“Blacks migrating from the South to Chicago was
something I was familiar with, but to be exposed
to a film where people migrated from the South
to Muskegon put into perspective how similar our
experiences can be.”
Filming for “Up From the Bottoms” began in
February. The documentary is still in the works,
and is scheduled to premiere in February 2009 in
Muskegon. The film's budget is $87,000 and about
$30.(XX) still needs to be collected to complete the

documentary. Donations are welcome.
“I’m looking forward to seeing it finished.”
Fortenbacher said. “I know a lot of other people
would benefit from watching the documentary ”
Fortenberry agreed.
“Seeing others overcome adversity, whether it
be racial or otherwise, is something everyone can
benefit from,” she said. “Though the film focuses
on African-American lives, it involves universal
themes - one of w hich is the desire to do better and
achieve more.”
The him is part of the Library of Congress
Veterans History Project. A division of the Discovery
Channel. REMC/MiStreamnet, will distribute it
to Michigan schools. A six-ial studies curriculum
will be designed including the film and companion
materials for middle sch(X)ls and high schools.
Schaub has also worked on other GVSUsponsored films including “Nightmare in New
Guinea.”
Tyson has been in TV shows and movies
including “Roots,” “The Rosa Parks Story” and
“Fried Green Tomatoes,” and was nominated for an
Academy Award for Best Actress for the 1972 film
“Sounder.”
For more information on “Up From the Bottoms"
visit http://www.upfromthebottoms.com, or call Jim
Schaub at (616) 331-3633.

jpawlowski ® lanthorn xow

Courtesy Photo / Joseph Marzullo, www.bossip.com

Key voice: Emmy-Award winner Cicely Tyson narrated a
documentary sponsored by GVSU.

GVL/ Brittany Jacques

Bartending: Junior Jeffrey Otto acts out a scene as the bartender in Friday's performance of "Sexual Perversity in Chicago"

'Sexual Perversity' kicks off P.S. Series
By Erika Stack
GVL Staff Writer

Fancy soundtracks, flamboyant
costumes and frivolous sets aside,
the Performance Studio Series
at Grand Valley State University
means to get down to the basics.
This means audiences can
expect a more one-on-one type of
feeling with the cast while they arc
performing, said Jim Bell, assistant
professor in GVSU’s theater
program. The focus is then taken
off lighting, costumes or scenery.
"The idea of the Performance
Studio series, which abbreviated
purposefully as P.S. Series, like a
post script, is to have fully-staged
performances with an emphasis on
the performer and the audience,”
Bell said.
The P.S. Series also most often
features shorter, student-directed
productions, such as last weekend's
"Sexual Perversity in Chicago,”
which opened Friday and ran
through Sunday.
The play was the culmination
of almost two months work under
the direction of senior Lauren
Gregory.
It featured a cast and crew
composed completely of students,
and a script aimed at the mistakes
men and women often make while
trying to communicate with each
other.
“Everyone is just trying to be
understood all of the time, but it

doesn’t always work out,” Gregory performances in the series.
said. “Men and women never
Theater
student
Whitney
quite catch up all the way (to each Hershberger, who played the lead
role i n last year’s“N ickel and Di med:
other).”
And the set, consisting only of a On (Not) Getting By in America,”
well-stocked bar.a double bed and a will be directing “Seven Passages:
few tables and chairs, immediately Stories of Gay Christians,” which
created an R-rated sense of exactly chronicles the interviews of more
what the play's title suggests.
than 1(X) Christians within the gay
“I think a lot of times people community. The play will premiere
forget the audience
in January.
“I think a lot of times
Wrapping up
is all college
this
year's P.S.
students, so I
people forget the
Series will be the
wanted something
audience is all college pnxiuction
that was at their
of
students, so I wanted
Sophocles’ classic
level,” Gregory
“Antigone,’’which
said.
something that was
Considering
is in development
at their level.”
the amount of
by
GVSU’s
stress
many
Classical Theatre
LAUREN GREGORY
students arc facing
Workshop. Diane
GVSU SENIOR
at this point in the
Rayor,
GVSU
semester. Gregory
classics professor,
said she “wanted (the audience) translated the ancient Greek drama
to be able to forget about their that follows Antigone’s struggle to
everyday lives for an hour and 15 choose between the desires of the
minutes.”
gods or her king.
The play was written by David
"Antigone” will run in April.
Mamet, who is not affiliated with
The PS. Series, although
GVSU, and pnxJuced with the help primarily showcasing student
work, also functions for workshop
of faculty adviser Roger Ellis.
“It has been a really cool pnxluctions, hosting guest artists
experience, and 1 was really and ends in a pnxiuction based
happy with the cast,” Gregory on the scenes generated in the
said. “When they came in (for the workshop. Bell said.
For more information on the
audition) 1 knew they were exactly
P.S. Series, visit its Web site at
what I wanted.”
Those who did not make it out http://www.gvsu.edu/theatrc.
to the weekend’s spectacle of sex,
estac k@ lanthorn xom
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES! Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
E-mail your classifieds: ciassifitds4Manth0rn.com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60C/Word
55</Word
50</Word

55C/Word
50C/Word
45C/Word

Announcements

Opportunities

Entertainment

Tt*n off me igm&. put the com
puter on sleep mode. tRjy En
ergy Star appliances Do your
part to use less energy Watch
for Facility Service's tips in me
Lanthorn Helping Grand Valley
save on energy costs

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.

Montes. Never Cover for Ladies
or With College I.D.! Look on
our website for upcoming
events and specials. 438 Bridge
St. 21+Permitted 616-774-5969
myspace.com/monteslounge

Have an upcoming event you
want to publicize? Submit yma
event to our free entertainment
calendar online at www.lan-

mn.com

Roommates

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn can
help you spread the word!
331-2460.

Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
at www.lanthorn.com. If your
student organization has some
thing to say, post it with us! We
keep you informed. For contact
information feel free to e-mail
lanthorn@gvsu.edu or call
616-331-2460.

Have an upcoming event you
want to publicize? Submit your
event to our free entertainment
calendar online at www.lan
thorn.com.

Services

“Jhe rigjfit to choose jgcludes
the right to know." Free preg
nancy test and ultra sound. 24
hour.
616-456-6873.
www.prcgr.com.

Room in Conifer Creek townhouse for rent. Private bath
room, garage, $370/mo. Start
now or winter semester through
May
"09.
Call
Jeff @
989.503.0612

Room for rent. Close to cam
pus. Contact 313-350-8546.

2 bedrooms for rent in new Al
lendale
house.
Small
$425/month, large $450/month.
Includes utilities. Females only,
no smoking, no pets. Available
Jan. 1st. Call 616-892-2800.

by Linda Thistle
2

6

7
MEGA 80'S at The Intersection
is a FULL NIGHT of LIVE ‘80’s
music! November 7 is half off
admission with college ID. 21 +
Welcome!

9
9

9

Female subleaser needed for
Winter 2009. Fully furnished
bedroom, private bathroom.
Copper Beech townhome.
$377/month plus low electric
bill:Gail
Kendall
at
734-718-0921.

Cunningham Dalman PC Attor
neys at Law. Kenneth M Horjus.
Help for those charged with fel
ony or misdemeanor crimes.
Call
616-392-1821,
visit
www.holland-law.com,
or
e-mail kenh@holland-law.com
for more details.

Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.

Whether you’re selling, leasing
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals you have to offer!

4

Gorgeous River House condo
for sale $279,900 or for rent
$1800/month. 2-BD, 2-BA,
1232 sq. ft. River view. Call
Marcia at 616-844-5073.

9

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09 - '10!
1, 2, 3, or 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copperbeechtownhomes.com

Missing car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Advertise
with us at 331-2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find what
you’re missing.

2
8

© 2008 King Features Synd , Inc.

See Answers on B8
For Sale

2000 Pontiac Grand Am SE -76K miles, V6, 26 mpg,
satellite radio. This car is in im
maculate shape. Only 2 winters
in
Michigan so no rust.
Call
925.408.9532 for photos.
$6500 OBO.

Complete uncensored Season 1
of MTV"s Hit show, A Shot at
Love with Tila Tequila.Includes
never-before-seen extended
and deleted scenes! Brand new
DVDS, never opened, total of 3
discs. $20. (616)307-0398

Birthdays

Lakeshorer
I reynancy
Center

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
of Allendale
4623 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401
(next to Speedway)

616 895-1893
-

Offering Free:
Pregnancy Testing, Peer Counseling, Pre-Natal N Parent im
([lasses. Abortion Information and Fommumtv Referrals

What better way to show your
friends that you care about
them on their birthday than
wishing them a happy birthday
through us? Let the Lanthorn
know about your friends’ birth
days and we will advertise a
message to make this birthday
one
they
won’t
forget.
331-2460.

SHOES

SHIRT

to choose

PANTS

includes

PROBLEM

the right to
know.

sit Motman’s Farm Market for
»sh produce at a great price!
ist 1 mile east of GVSU camjs! 10% off with college ID!

4

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!

The right
aco Bob’s OPEN LATE. Open
ntil 3:00am Thursday-Saturay. Home of the “Funny Taco",
ocated in Meadows Crossing
tall.

2

8

1

6

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★★★

Hiring? Get in touch with thou
sands of people who may be
looking for work! Contact the
Lanthorn at 331-2460.

Lost & Found

3

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

GVSU Student work. Customer
sales/service.
Base
pay
per/appt.
$14,25.
616-241-6303.

Turn off the lights, put the com
puter on sleep mode, buy En
ergy Star appliances. Do your
part to use less energy. Watch
for Facility Service’s tips in the
Lanthorn. Helping Grand Valley
save on energy costs.

4

5

7

Employment

Miscellaneous

1
3

8

Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460 to get started today.

Housing
America’s #1 sandwich delivery.
America’s sandwich delivery ex
perts! Over 20 locations in the
Grand Flapids-Kalamazoo area.
Visit jimmyjohns.com for the lo
cations nearest you!

7

8

5

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

5
5

6

Butch Walker CD listening party
Monday Nov. 10th at 10pm.
Open mic night every Tuesday
at 7pm. Located above Skelltons 133 S. Division Ave.

Wanted

331-2460

Calls taken Monday Friday, 9 5

Weekly SUDOKU

9
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
331 -2460 to set up your ad!

Allendale Campus

s5 " per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

8
Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www.lanthorn.com.

0051 KIRKH0F

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

.iiiiiiiiplllllllliiiiii,.

i ;■ :i m\\\ pregnancy resource center
Ml lillll llll llllil1

AMERICA S SANDWICH DELIVERY EXPERTS!

J."s Auto Repair & Towing
»rvice can help FIX your probms. We also provide car uncking services. Present your
VSU I.D. and receive 15% off
ly service. We are Located at
331
Eastern Ave.
Call
16)247-4611 M-F, 8am to
30 pm.

4 I *> (»!*,, ,

If'

Ch*rry

Downtown GR
N

A

Providing reliable and confidential
information on:
Abortion & Alternatives
Emergency Contraception
Sexually Transmitted Infections
After Abortion Questions

TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU
VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

Free
■ Pregnancy Test
■ Ultrasound (some
www.prcgr.com

ght to choose includes the
0 know. Providing reliable
confidential information.
prcgr.com (616) 456 6873
town GR.

OVER 20 LOCATIONS IN THE
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO AREA

restrictions apply)

24 Hour (616) 456-68 73

w

DELIVER

nr toll free 1 (8//) MY-PRC-GR 1 (H / /) (><)//24 /
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Why can't
music just
be music?

•m

This week's diversions
Today

Thursday

•

•

Dia de los Muertos - Mask
Making Workshop at 11 a m. in
the Office of Multicultural Affairs

•

Liz Reyna

Free Play 13: Jacqueline Leclair,
oboe, at 8 p.m. in the Sherman
Van Solkema Recital Hall in the
Performing Arts Center

Dressing on a Budget Fashion
Show at noon in Kirkhof Center
Room 2263

•

Women and the Arts Luncheon

•

Artist

Tuesday
It seems like these days
everyone thinks they are the
music messiah. As a whole,
musicians around the world line
up at the Bono-buffet to take a
piece from a self-indulgent pie
and gorge themselves on their
own cause.
It seems like these days
everyone thinks their music can
change the world. But is modem
music laced with life-altering
abilities?
It stands to say it is not.
And what is the reason
behind this thought?
Modem music lacks the
ly rical complexity to ever inspire
anything other than mindless
head bobbing.
Perhaps this is too sweeping
of a generalization. I mean who
is not inspired to rectify the
situation in Darfur after hearing,
“I tried to do handstands for
you. I tried to do handstands for
you. Every time I fell on you
yeah every time I fell” in that
one Chairlift song. “Bruises,”
we hear on every Apple
commercial?
However, the point stands as
a side note.
More importantly against the
idea all musicians possess the
ability to change the world, is the
sheer impossibility of it all.
Think of it this way: If it
were true every musician could
change the world than surely
with the massive numbers of
musicians that have come and
gone, the world’s problems
would have already been
rectified. But unfortunately, they
have not.
Sure there has been music
that has captivated a nation. Bob
Dylan, for example, is one of
the few who may actually claim
there are life-altering abilities to
his songs.
In his prime. he sang of a
hurting nation, burdened by
discrimination and an unjust war.
His music was powerful — there
is no denial there.
But it stands to say, without
Dylan’s music, although
powerful, events of the ‘60s and
‘70s, the protest era, would have
played out in almost the same
manner.
It is not that music in general
was not inspiring in that era, it is
just that it stood as background
music to the situational and
social pressures of the time.
Protest would have happened
anyway because when there is
too much pressure on a society,
eventually it will burst into
revolution.
Music was background to
what was already imminent; and
still is today.
In addition to that fact,
most musicians do not hold a
lot of credibility. In fact, when
most musicians tell me to do
something, I am likely to do the
opposite.
Maybe if Bono employed
reverse psychology and told me
to not care about world hunger, it
would be more effective.
It seems like today, music
always tries to be something
other than what it is. It tries to be
a cause, a voice or a testament.
But why does it have to be this
way?
Why can’t music just be
music?

Monte's Presidents and Interns
Election Night Party at 9 p.m. at
Monte's in Grand Rapids
College Night at S Nightclub
at 10 p.m. at S Nightclub in
Holland

•

Fernando

Sanchez

•

Arts at Noon Series: David Hall,
marimba, at noon in the CookDeWitt Center
Projection, the Psychology Film
Series: "Amadeus" at 6 p.m. in
Lake Huron Hall Room 114
College Night at Sixx Nightclub
at 9 p.m. in Grand Rapids

•

•

Room 176
Debunking

•

Standard

•

the
Within

Double
the

Isms

Smashing Pumpkins

— "White Light Strobing'

SoSoGlos

— If It All Goes Wrong DVD

The End of the World

— "Tounsm | Terrorism"

"Get Smart'

— "French Exit'

Thunder Power

"Transsiberian*

Free Blood —"The Singles'

— "Love Yourself"

"When Did You Last See Your

Future Clouds and Radar

Tipsy — "Buzzz"

Father?*

— "Peoria"

Travis — 'Ode to J. Smith"

'Kung Fu Panda*

Grampall Jookabox

Ulaan Khol — 'll"

"What We Do is Secret"

— "Rope Chain"

Wallpaper — "On The Chewing
Gum Ground"
Wild Beasts — "Limbo, Panto"

Matt Alber — "Hide Nothing'

Frida Hyvonen

Wilderness — "(k)no(w)here'

Drew Andrews

— 'Silence Is Wild"

Wino — 'A Bottle of Pills With

— “Only Mirrors'

Johann Johannsson

A Bullet Chaser"

Big Boi

— “Fordlandia"

— 'Sir Luscious Leftfoot... Son

K-The-4??? — "Yesterday, Today

of Chico Dusty"

& Tomorrow"

To Write Love on Her Arms
Concert at 8 p.m. in the Grand

•

Hush puppies
— 'Silence Is Golden'

Center
Everytime I Die: Wsg. The Bronx,
Stick to Your Guns and Stockton

•

CD Releases

at 6 p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt

at 6:30 p.m. at the Intersection

Wednesday

•

The Skeletons — "Money"

Desolation Wilderness

DVD Releases

at UICA at noon in Grand Rapids
at 6 p.m. Lake Michigan Hall

•

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Black Moth Super Rainbow

Little Joy — "Little Joy”

— "Drippers EP"

Lukestar — "Lake Toba"

Curumin — "Japan Pop Show"

Megapuss — "Surfing"

Drew Danburry — "This Could

Micah Blue Smaldone

River Room
AB and Coconut Brown at 9:30

Mean Trouble, You Don't Speak

— "The Red River"

For The Club'

Cale Parks — "Sparkface"

p.m. at Billy's Lounge in Grand

Danielson — "Trying Hartz"

Past Lives

Rapids

Decemberists — "Always the

— "Strange Symmetry"

Bridesmaid: A Singles Series -

Lou Reed — "Berlin: Live at St.

Volume 2"

Ann's Warehouse"

This week in
entertainment history
Today
1838 - World’s largest
circulated English-language
daily
newspaper,
“The
Bombay Times and Journal
of Commerce,” founded
1921 - Actor Charles Bronson
born
1953 - Comedian Dennis
Miller born
1957 - USSR launches
Sputnik 2 with first animal in
space on board, a dog named
Laika
Tuesday
1922 - Howard Carter and his
fellow British archaeologists
find King Tut’s tomb
1946 - First Lady Laura Bush
born
1961 - Comedienne Kathy
Griffin born
1969 - Musician Sean
“Diddy” Combs and actor
Matthew McConaughey born
1994 - Conference held in
San Francisco to discuss the
commercial potential of the
World Wide Web
no- H*-

Wednesday
1872 - Susan B. Anthony
votes for the first time and is
fined $100
1911 - Actor Roy Rogers
born
1941
Musician
Art
Garfunkel born
1968 - Actor Sam Rockwell
born
1974 - Musician Ryan Adams
born
1987 - Kevin Jonas of the
Jonas Brothers born

Friday
1665 - Oldest surviving journal,
“The London Gazette” published
1874 - The elephant is birthed
as a symbol of the GOP when
a cartoon by Thomas Nast is
published in “Harper’s Weekly”
1913 - Writer and Nobel Prize
laureate Albert Camtis bom
1967 - Corporation for Public
Broadcasting is established
Saturday
1431 - Vlad the Impaler,
inspiration of Dracula, bom
1793 - The Louvre in Paris
is opened to the public as a
museum
1836 - Milton Bradley bom
1847 - Writer Bram Stoker bom
1968 - Actress Parker Posey
bom
1975 - Actress Tara Reid bom
Sunday
1941 - Tom Fogerty of band
Creedence Clearwater Revival
bom
1967 - Rolling Stone Magazine
first published
1988 - Actress Nikki Blonsky
40^-

Thursday
1946 - Actress Sally Field
born
1947 - "Meet The Press”
debuts on TV
1947 - George Young of band
AC/DC born
1964 - Bad Religion lead
singer Greg Graffin born
1972 - Model Rebecca
Romijn born
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See Puzzle B7
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Max Checkings a grorrt checking
account from Lake Micf ugan Credit Union
tliat provides tlie maximum interest rate of

biY AF*Y* arxl free ATM withdnrwals anywhere!

M

Max Checking is free. Tfiere are no fees, and
f
rxi minimum balance requirements. It refunds up
to $ 15 jx?r month in surcharge ATM withdrawal fees
at non LMCU ATMs wtien you withdrawal from your Max
Checking account.
Eam the Max on your money!

r

Open a Max Cl lee king account
Unlay' Stop in any of our branch

l
l

Single story
Attjcstorage

Approved pets ok J
|\ CtosetoGVSU L
l\ Ut*ty noom /I

locations, call us at 616.242.9790. .
or visit us online at wwwlMCU.org.

Bedroom*

•Washer/jryerhook-u^
Stutfo. land 2 bedroom
*■ AI*V

AnrnMl

r\lLY'nt«1^l“ Vl*>k1

(616)453-7999

Sum*1 restrictions

MorvHMWx30

.»ppfy ftifr

Equal Housrg Ocportnty

toctungp

t

(800 or 616) 242-9790
www.LMCU.org

